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AFT asks confidence vote on Brook·s
by Rik Dalvit
The Faculty Senate has been
formally requested to "organize a
vote of confidence, relative to Dr.
Jam es E. Brooks' presidency of
Central."
The formal request for the
faculty referendum came from
Centrals' local 3231 of the
American Federation of Teachers. (AFT, affiliated with the
AFL/CIO, is a teachers' union.)
The request for a vote of
confidence in Brooks' handling of
the Presidency was passed as a
, resolution at an AFT meeting on
October 23, and reached the
Senate last F:riday.
"Requesting a vote of confidence in any college president
is a serious matter and should be
undertaken only after events
clearly indicate the need for such
a referendum. That time has
clearly arrived," the AFT request says.
The report lists the general
areas as: The setting of goals,
policies, programs and the schools' general administration, the
revision of the Faculty Code, the
Reduction in Force Policy, the

policy regarding merit versus
tenure for the faculty pay raises,
promotion and tenure policy,
sabbatical leaves, Brooks' representation of faculty interests and
concerns to the Board of Trustees and the State Legislature,
the growth of the administration
while the enrollment and faculty
decrease and "the by-passing of
general faculty of Faculty Senate
input into major academic decisions, such as the creation of a
new school."
The AFT request asks for a
Senate vote on the resolution
before December 14.
The request was not scheduled
for the agenda of yesterdays
special meeting of the Faculty
Senate, which had been called to
complete the Senates' review of
draft six of the Presidents'
.proposed code, sections 100-199.
AFT President Albert Lewis,
Associate Professor of Communications, said that if the Senate
turns down the request for the
faculty vote, his organization will
circulate a petition calling for the
referendum.
Lewis said the petition would

require the signatures of ten per
cent of the faculty to put the
matter to a vote by the entire
faculty. Several AFT members
said they believe that they could
easily get the required signatures.
"We're not trying to 'get'
.Brooks," Lewis said, "we're not
being militant for the sake of
militancy. I hope the outcome of
this will be positive."
Central President, Dr. James
Brooks, said that he would
formally reply to the AFT
request when the matter comes
before the Faculty Senate, possibly at the Senate's meeting of
November 13.
(The AFT request to the
Senate is printed in its entirety
on page 7.)
Centrals' chapter of the American Association of University
Professors held a special meeting
yesterday to "determine whether or not the chapter desires to
take a position (on the AFT
request) at this time, and, if so,
what that .position will be." At
press time the outcome of the
AA UP meeting was not known.

Revision to Faculty Code Submitted
The Faculty Senate has ap- contract, other College Regents
proved a revised version of in Washington- State have."
Speaking in favor of the
Sections 000-099 of the proposed
faculty code, draft 6, prepared by revision, Stan Dudley, Assistant ·
President Brooks. The revision, .Professor of Technology and
an attempt to make the faculty Industrial Education said, "I
code contractually binding on the believe the Board is going to do
faculty, the Board of Trustees what it's going to do. The
· and the administration, was revision is not derogatory or
submitted by Roger Winters, demanding or antagonistic."
"It's giving the Board a
Assistant Professor of Political
concrete example of what the
Science.
In a roll call vote, all members faculty would like to see in the
voted for the revised version · code. We're suggesting some
except Louis Bovos, Robert changes we hope the President
Miller and John Purcell, all of will consider," said David Canzler, Associate Professor of Engwhom abstained.
"The legality of this kind of lish. To be operative the Faculty
resolution troubles me. I'm not . Code must be approved by
sure that the Board can give President Brooks as well as the
away it's authority in this way, Board of' Trustees.
"It is my fervent and heartfelt
even if it wants to, which I don't
hope that the Board of Trustees
think it does," Miller said.
Robert M. Benton, Associate will approve the revision," WinProfessor of English and Presi- ters said. "I think it's a reasondent of Central's chapter of the able document, and if the Board
AA UP. defended the legality of of Trustees sees the reason in it,
the revision; "The Board has the they'll adopt it."
The revision was prepared by
right to enter this kind of binding

Winters, Benton, James Alexander, Russell Hansen, Linda Klug,
and David Lygre.
After approving the revision,
the Senate considered Section
100-199, concerning academi~
Freedom, Faculty and Faculty
Senate. Chairman Canzler said
that the cod~ committee found
the Section, "largely acceptam~. ·
but submitted a list of changes
approved by the committee. In
the proposed faculty code, the
President would no longer be a
member of the Faculty Senate. "I
spoke to President Brooks and he
tf)ld me he took himself out. He ·
would be glad to put himself back
in as a voting or a non-voting
member. I'd like to see him come
back in. He needs input from us.
We need him as a research
person." The motion for the
President to rejoin the Senat~
passed.
The motion to increase the
number of student members on
the faculty senate from three to
six failed.

Circled area yields unidentified bon_es
by Tom Shapley
When Harvey L. Carignan was·
arrested in Minneapolis, Minn.
·on charges of sexually assaulting
three teenage girls, police found
several maps in his room. They
were maps of the western United
.States. There were a total of 181'
circles on those maps, 20 in
Washington State. The bodies of
two women were found in two of
the circled areas. Police and
Sheriffs offices in all of the
western states are busy searching the areas circled in their
jurisdiction.
One of the circles indicates an
area 27 miles west of Ellensburg,
a place called Kaner Flats. The ·
area underwent what a Sheriffs
office spokesman called a "thor·
ough" search this weekend. The
search was conducted by the
Kittitas County Search and Rescue Team.

The search turned up numer- similar in appearance, who reous bones, most of which have . portedly accosted two women on
been identified as animal. The the Central campus. Carigan
Sheriffs spokesman added, how- bears not even a remote resemever, that there were bones ~lance to "Ted".
found that have yet to be
Last week a Central co-ed
identified as either human or reported seeing "Ted". She said
animal.
that the man bore such a
It is rumored that, since the :resemblance to the artist's consuspect · was known to be . an ception on posters around camoutdoors man, the circles on the · pus that she followed him out ot ·
maps may indicate only camping the SUB where she had first seen
areas. But the coincidence of him. Police reported that she did
finding human remains at two of not follow him into the parking
the circled areas is difficult to lot far enough to see a car or
ignore.
license plate. The suspect was
Another puzzle the arrest has not reported to be wearing a cast
caused is the connection with or any other bandages. . The
"Ted". Ted is the name used by a young woman's suspicion was
young man at Sammamish Sate aroused when she noticed a
Park on the day he was seen "well-dressed young man, carry' talking with two women whose 'ing no books or pack." According
remains were later found near to the witness he was "just
the area. Ted is also the name hanging around, looking at peogiven t o a man described as ple."
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1. STEREOCRAFT has the best prices -always competitive. and we've got THE BRANDS YOU WANT.
2. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Money back within 7
days of purchase (for unblemished gear, complete with
cartons, manuals, blank warranty cards).
3. GUARANTEED TRADE-IN VALUE: You may "trade
up" any item (speaker, turntabl~. etc.) (undamaaed. in
carton, with warranty card) anytime within 30 days and
receive full purchase price as trade-in value. (Trade must
be toward item of eaual or greater value.)
4. SPEAKER TRADE-UP POLICY: You may trade back
your undamaged speakers for FULL PURCHASE PRICE,
ANY TIME WITHIN A YEAR OF PURCHASE, toward
speakers cosfing at 50% more.
5. LIFETIME WARRANTY on all Advent loudspeakers,
and on the Heil drivers of ESS Heil Air Motion
Transformer speakers.
6. Free local delivery and set-up, if you desire.
7. HELP when you need it - swift service, advice on
everything but your love-life* and "loaner" equipment if
your STEREOCRAFT purchase ever requires warranty
service.
8. TRADE-INS of good quality are always welcome at
STEREOCRAFT.
9. We'll help you arrange financing if you wish.
10. STEREOCRAFT systems feature only name-brand,
highly respected speakers like Advent, Ess, JBL and EPI
- no phony labels like "Shazaam" or "Atlantic". We care
enough to give you the very best!
11. PRICE PROTECTION POLICY: If you buy a system
from us and see it advertised for less within 30 days (a
most unlikely event), bring us the ad· we'll refund the
difference.
'

*Advice on love life .ls an extra-cost option.

1974-75

WHAT 0 WE KNO ABOUT MUSIC SYSTEMS?
All of us at STEREOCRAFT are into music, and we know
what music systems should sound like. Our staff includes
several professional musiciar)s. We have tested literally ·hundreds of components from over fifty manufacturers, and have
acquired the knowledge and experience that enable us to put
together well matched, high performing, soul satisfying music
systems at moderate prices.
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM A STEREOCRAFT
SY TEM?
Honest value! An overworked phrase, but a fact nonetheless. Here's why.
The large manufacturers - Pioneer, San&\.Ji, Kenwood,
Marantz, Sherwood, Sony, etc. - all produce good-sounding
receivers. Among models of comparable power, we venture
to say that you couldn't tell any difference in sound through a
given speaker. (There is one exception. The lower-powered
SONY receivers have more punch than the competition in the
deep bass region. This is especially important with speakers
such as Advents which have extended low frequency
capability.) Thus, in choosing receivers for our lower-priced
systems, where features, warranties and price are about the
same, we've been guided by two factors:
(1) maximum undistorted power over the entire audio frequency range, and
(2) reliability. There is nothing more frustrating to you or to
us than a product which doesn't work as claimed. High performance
means nothing if your gear is in for service all the time.
Since most modestly powered receivers do sound pretty much
alike, the difference between a fair and an exciting system obviously
depends on the speakers. We firmly believe that we have chosen the
best speakers available at the various price· points, and we are
prepared to back up the claim with listening tests. The Advents, included in many of our systems, are a case in point. Time and again '
they have been compared favorably with speakers costing up to six
times as much. (They are, for example, audibly superior to the AR3a's
at 2112 til']les the Advent price, and put all Japan-made speakers at
any price to shame.)
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If the Advents are so great, why doesn't every dealer stock
them? Purely and simply, because Advent sharply limits its
franchises to audio shops meeting very stringent standards,
and even then does not put on every shop which meets these
standards. As a result, relatively few dealers, and no
warehouses are permitted to sell Advent, although almost all
would like to. For example, there are today only 180 Adventfranchised dealers, while over 7,000 stores sell Marantz and
over 3,000 shops sell Pioneer. Although the Advent profit
structure is not as favorable to the dealer as is that of other
speaker makers, the Advent speakers offer unmatched value to .the
customer; and that is why we sell them.

AKE
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OUSE- -YPE" DI C UNTS
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There's an obvious answer: We could substitute other
name-brand "promotional" speakers, with fictitiously high list
prices and extremely low costs to dealers, and rip you off
while making you think you're getting a bargain. For example,
we could use the Altec 3841 or Altec 8768 instead of Advents
in our systems and make the retail prices of our systems increase by $130, thus making our discount price even more
impressive - and at the same time our actual cost would be
$16 lower! However, the Altecs don't hold a candle to the
Advents, which go a full octave lower in the bass and are
much better balanced.
As another example, consider the Electro Voice ETA series
(models 14, 16, 18). The "top of the line" ETA 18 lists for
$149.95; the Larger Advent lists for $115; yet the Advent cost
us 80% more than the ETA 18! It's clear that we could show
you a much more impressive "savings" using the ETA 18. Just
as clear, however, is the superior sound quality of the
Advents.
A final example is provided by speakers such as the KLH
30. This is not a regular KLH speaker - as a matter of fact, it
comes as part of a KLH "compact system"! Yet a certain
warehouse will in one breath claim that they are a "favorite
among critics", and in another will tell you to avoid being
ripped off by your local retailer! Now who's the ripoff artist?
We are here and have to face you; we can't afford to rip you
off!
·
EOCRAFT GIVES YOU
TTER
OUN
A"r
WA
SEP I
Do you begin to see our reasoning? You don't listen to inflated markups and phoney discounts - you listen to
speakers! More than any other single factor, the speakers
determine the sound of your system. We genuinely believe
that our systems offer the best sound for the money anywhere! Read on!

p

(DUE TO FLUCTUATIONS IN DEALER COSTS, PRICES ARE. SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE)
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CAREFULLY MATCHED FOR
BALANCED PERFORMANCE.
THE MOST SOUND FOR
YOUR MONEY!
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1: THE SMALL ROOM
SPECIAL. $189.

This is the highest quality low-priced system anywhere, perfect for a small
room or a small budget. Indeed, some people say you can't get a quality
component system for this price, but they're all wet!

McDonald

For $189, the pri~e of this system, you could buy a department-store compact system with 'component styling', a built-in clock, snorkel, hibachi,
backscratcher and vacuum. Or ... you could buy our system. The difference
is that with ours you'll get no snorkel, etc .... and no problems. What you will
get is much better sound, and far greater reliability.
The Superscope A-235 amplifier, with a FULL THREE YEAR PARTS AND
LABOR WARRANTY, has plenty of inputs and outputs for adding an AM/FM
tuner.or a tape deck later, and there is ample power for the Superscope S 26
two way speakers.
The turntable is the BSR 260AX.-We've included a base, dust cover and
high-quality
Shure elliptical diamond magnetic cartridge, all for the basic
.
l
system price.
The net result is a system that gives you all but the highest highs and
lowest tows. It is nicely balanced, so that each component delivers its maximum performance; that is what makes good sound at this price possible.
Compare these warranties and features with any department-store compact;
but, above all, compar~ the sound!
Total Retail $237.00 STEREOCRAFT PRICE $189.00

~~~ D
SYSTEM 2: THE STARTER .SYSTEM.
$269.95.
Our Starter System, priced only $80 above the Small Rnnm ~nPri!:ll !:lrlrlcan AM/FM tuner section, better speakers, a more powerful amplifier and a
better turntable and cartridge.
The Sansui 21 O AM/FM receiver is a proven and reliable performer,
worth every. bit of 1he $179.95 it would cost purchased separately. It
delivers 20 watts RMS of power and has inputs for a tape deck plus an extra
tape player. The speakers are STEREOCRAFT ll's, custom-made to our
own exacting specifications. They are by no means 'economy' speakers.
Not only are they efficient, but they'll al~o handle !ots of powe~. We've ye! to
hear anything better under $100 a pa1r: The 8-mch _acoustic suspen~1on
woofer and 3-inch tweeter . are housed m an attractive walnut-look vmyl
cabinet. Because of the acoustic suspension design, the bass is deep and
clear. (Indeed, these speakers compare fav_
o rably with KLH 17's at $190 a
pair.) The Garrard 42M and the Pickering V15/ATE4 cartridge provide
smooth and reliable turntable performances.
The complete system lists for $375, but STEREOCRAFT ~uying power
enables us to continue to bring it to you for $269.95, despite three yen
revaluations which have increased the Sansui's price by $50.00. Today it's a
better buy than ever!

.$KENVVOOD
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SYSTEM_ 3: PRIME RIB AT DOG FOOD
PRICES. $325.
If you ask around, people - particularly salesmen - will tell you that the
three-hundred-dollar range in stereo gear will get you something okay, soso, not-so-bad, or maybe pretty-good-forthe-money. But we are here to tell
you that for $325 you can put together a stereo system that sounds, and is,
really stupendous. We call it our "Prime Rib at Dogfood Prices" system .
The system hinges on the brand new Advent/2 speakers, which not only
sound wonderful themselves, for a lot less than other speakers, but need
less expensive equipment than other speakers to do it. The Advent/2's are
the latest product of people who have more than twenty years' background
in making better and better speakers for less and less money. These new
speakers sound very close in every way to the be.s t you can do at any price.
And they also look great, with white molded cabinets (that fit in with a lot of
ways of living these days) instead of the usual low-cost imitation woodgrain
enclosures.
To get the kind of sound the Advents have to offer at such low cost, we've
picked the Kenwood 1400 AM/FM stereo receiver. It is a really cleansounding piece of equipment that can stir the Advents up to lease-breaking
levels (if wanted or needed) and bring in all the radio stations (AM and FM)
you want to hear.
_
To play records, we've chosen the Garrard 42M automatic turntable smooth, dependable, and kind to your records - with the Pickering
V15/ ATE 4 ·magnetic cartridge and elliptical diamond stylus.
We wouldn't be spending our ad money and taking your time this way if
we weren't convinced that we both will be congratulating ourselves for a
long time for latching onto something really wonderful. Please come in to
STEREOCRAF~ and _judge for yourself. You can tell us we sent you.
P.S. For you bargain hunters, the total retail price is $400. The $75 you save
is a pleasant bonus, secondary in importance to the fact that for $325 (or
even the whole $400) you cannot buy better sound anywhere.
·

SYSTEM 4: HEAR EVERY
NOTE. $409.
If you think we're enthusiastic about the preceding systems , you're right! Each is an outstanding buy, the best performer in its price class. However, each does represent a slight compromise in performance in order to meet a particular price.

ADVE\T

9PICKERING

SONY

Our fourth system sacrifices not a shred of outstanding performance. Just five years ago, it
would have cost at least $200 more to even approach its performance. That's the sort of inflation
we like! This superb performance is made possible by the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker, of
which Stereo Review rhapsodized "Any preconceived ideas you may have had about the
limitations of sub-compact speaker systems will, we think, be shattered ... In respect to balance,
low-frequency solidarity, ci'arity and definition, the Smaller Advents ranked with some of the
best."
Most inexpensive speakers cannot produce the lowest octaves of music, the lowest_ strings
of a doube bass or the pedal tones of a pipe organ. The Smaller Advent can! In fact, m most
rooms and at all but the most ear-shattering levels, the Smaller Advent speaker is the equal of
any speaker system available. It can reproduce every note ever recorded, no matter how low or
high - a remarkable achievement at any price, and outstanding in a speaker priced so lo"!!
The unique value of the Smaller Advents is further enhanced by STE~EOCRAFT's lifetime
warranty.*
To ·adequ~tely drive the Smaller Advents requires a receiver or amplifier having exceptional
performance throughout the audio range, especially at the low end. The Sony STR 603.6A is just
such a receiver. It supplies more than 40 watts RMS over the entire 20 to 20 ,000 Hz range, and
has direct-coupled circuitry for an outstanding power bandwidth of 15 to 50,000 Hz. Distortion
at normal listening levels is less than 0.2% . The FM section alone would justify the entire price of
the receiver. With IF. filters and FErs, the sensitivity is a remarkable 1.7 for 30dB quieting, and
the capture ratio is an incredibly low 1.5. Front-panel switching lets you drive two sets of
speakers, separately or together. Besides the usual tape monitor facility, the Sony offers a unique mic-mixing control so that you can sing along with Elton or Ralph or whoever.
With suc;:h an auspicious speaker-receiver comhf nation, you need a changer which adds no
annoying low-frequency rumble. We suggest the Garrard 42M with .a Pickering V15/ ATE4 elliptical diamond cartridge. Tracking at only 1112 grams, this combination will treat your records as
gently as you should your girl (guy) (choose one). You'll get the same undistorted sound on the
fiftieth play that you did on the first.

These components carry a total retail price of $488, a bargain for this kind of performance.
However, the STEREOCRAFT price is only $409 , presenting you with an unexcelled value. This
system will satisfy the music lover who is new to components , as well as the confirmed
audiophile. If you prefer a high-quality manual turntable, substitute the Pioneer PL 1O with the
Grado F3E elliptical cartridge,..;.making the pr_ice $449.
*For as long as you own your Advent Loudspeakers, STEREOCRAFT will replace any defective part with no charge for parts or labor.

SYSTEM 6: THE SUPREME. $639.00.
3. Include enough controls and features to satisfy your needs, without making you pay for
unnecessary frills. (There's ample flexibility for adding such niceties as ·a tape deck, additional
speakers, extra tape player or a 4-channel adapter.

ADVE\T
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4. Embody such high standards of performance and durability that it's highly unlikely that
you'd want to· change, any of the components for a long time.
The Supreme System is built around the larger Advent Loudspeakers. They are meant to be
compared in every aspect of performance, including frequency response, to the most expensive and elaborate speakers available, and they sound clearly 'and dramatically better than
· many far more expensive systems. They provide that final, lowest (and most satisfying) octave
of bass offerf;!d by only a handful of the most expensive speakers - and by none anywhere
near their price.
The Sony 7045 AM/FM stereo receiver is yet another example of the wonderful way your inflated dollar ·still buys more real performance in hi-fi equipment than ever before. Rated at 60
watts RMS over the entire 20-20,000 Hz range, the 7045 consistently supplies 100 watts RMS,
with less than 0.2% tota·I harmonic distortion. The Advents just seem to come alive and sing
when driven by the 7045. The FM section incorporates a triple tuned passive RF stage and FET
mixed stage. The result of this technical gobbledygook is a fantastically low 1.5 dB capture ratio,
and a signal to noise ratio of 70 dB, both of which surpass anything else in the immediate price
range.

Our Advent, Sony, Pioneer, Grado system is unique among all possible stereo systems. It is
the right, completely satisfying system for most people with a demanding interest in both music
and sound - at a price far lower than such a system would have cost just a few years ago. An
ambitious claim, to be sure, but one which, from our experience, we are not afraid to make. Our
$639 system will do the following for you:
1. Reproduce the entire frequency range of all music, without annoying coloration or distortion, at levels which will comfortably fill your listening room with sound (Wagnerians and acidrock freaks not excluded!).
·
2. Sound convincing not only on the best recordings, but on the great majority of recordings
and broadcasts of all kinds.

The Pioneer PL 10 manual turntable does exactly what a turntable is supposed to do - and
does it well . It spins the records quietly at constant speed, and introduces absolutely no audible
rumble, wow or flutter. The cueing is smooth and foolproof. We equip the PL 10 with the rugged,
high-performance Grado F3E+CD-4 cartridge. (Read about this cartridge on page 9; in our
tests it outperforms all the Shure models.) The Pioneer-Grado combination will track all your
records at a groove-saving 1 gram .
Individual regular prices of these components total $750. STEREOCRAFT offers the complete system for only $639, "!ith free local installation if you wish, and guaranteed for_two years
(except for the Advents; they're guaranteed for as long as you own them!). Come in and hear
what we think is the best value in home music systems today.
AMPLIFIER OPTION
If you don't want or need an AM/FM tuner, then we highly recommend the Marantz 1060
amplifi,er, with an extremely conservative rating of 60 watts RMS over the entire 20-20,000 Hz
range. (Tests show consistent actual performance of 80 watts!) The 1060 also has a useful
midrange control. With the 1060 instead of the Sony 7045, the system price is $519.95
SEMI-AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE OPTION
If you like to play your records singly but want the convenience of automatic arm return and
shutoff, consider the Sony PS1100 turntable, equipped with Sony's own magnetic diamond cartridge . System price remains the same.
·
-

SYSTEM 5: :T.HE .NEAR SUPREME. $549.
The· Near Suprem·e system· is ·ide.ntical to the Supreme except for substitution of the Sony 6046A receiver for . the
higher-powered 7045, at a savings of $80. With the 6046A, all
of the .. essential characteristics· and conveniences of the
Supreme System are retained; however, if you enjoy .life in a
.baronial hall or occasionally like to ·listen at ear.- shattering,
mind-blowing levels, then the additional power and superior
tuner section of· the 7045 are . weH worth the slightly larger
investment.

WHAT LIES BEYOND THE SUPREME SYSTEM? (or_.have you any cash left?)
The preceding systems progress by audible steps from very good sound
to exceptionally accurate sound. Each price step achieves a corresponding
obvious improvement in sound quality. The Supreme System attains
something very near that elusive ideal called "perfect accuracy" and represents, in our opinion, the point of "diminishing returns". That is, additional dollars spent beyond the Supreme System go more for added

SYSTEM 7: THE OLYMPUS
$749
We'll spare you the commentary. Suffice it to say this system is worth a perfectionist's consideration
Pioneer SX-737 AM/FM Receiver
Two JBL L26 Decade speakers*
Pioneer PL 120 manual turntable
Grado F3E+CD-4 cartridge _

features and glamour than for increased performance.
We'd like those of you who engage in a continuous quest for excellence
to view the next two systems as examples of where that quest migh~ lead.
We hope you'll share our excitement enough to come in and do your own
exploring!

II

@ PIONEER.®
GRADO

Total retail $887.

STEREOCRAFT price

$7 49.

* JBL L26 Decades included at their fair traded price, $156 each.
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SYSTEM 8: THE SUPER. $899
As our only preselected system with Heil Air Motion
Transformer speakers by ESS (see page 6), this system will interest all true aficionados!
Kenwood KR6400 AM/FM receiver
Two ESS AMT 5 "Heil" speakers
Sony PS 5520 single play turntable
with automatic shutoff and arm return
_Grado F3E+CD-4 cartridge
Total retail $1048

STEREOCRAFT price

$899

A "BEST BUY" AMONG ULTIMATE SPEAKER -SYSTEMS

~

Those of you into hi fi for seven or more years will remember when Marantz was a
small company offering only the highest quality amps, pream_ps and tuners. Saul
Marantz was the driving force behind this.
A few years ago Mr. Marantz sold his company and the use of his name .t~
Superscope, and retired. It is a unique pleasure to see Mr. Marantz re-enter the h1 f1
market along with Jon Dahlquist, a noted audio engineer with a genuine interest is advancing the state of the art. The result of this happy marriage is a product which is as
good as you would except - the Dahlquist DQ-10 Phased Ar~ay loudspeaker syst.e.m.
Priced at only $395, the DQ-1 O has the industry's most perceptive and respect~d c~1t1cs
reaching for new adjectives of praise, is firmly ranked among the world's five finest
speaker systems, and is easily the "best buy" among ultimate loudspeakers.
The Phased Array concept (patents pending) has been developed to fill the needs of
the person who is searching for this subtle, elusive quality of 'REALISM". While it is di~
ficult to describe, experienced listeners, familiar with the present state of the art, will
recognize the achievement represented by the DQ-1 O. Listening for the first time can be
a most enlightening experience. The sensation of being the target f~r beams of sou~d
aimed at the listener is totally unbelievably natural soand seems magically suspended in
space.
-The Abaolute Sound is a no-nonsense publication which accepts no advertising and
hence can tell it like it is. Nearly seven closely-spaced pages of a recent issue are
devoted to an analysis of the DQ-10. Among the reviewers' comments were these:
" ... The Dahlquist speaker is one of the lonely few being manufactured in this country
'that is not itself a musical instrument, but is rather very close to being a music reproduction instrument. And the price is an incredibly low $790 per pair."
" ... Even the most tin-eared of listeners is generally swept away by the Dahlquist's
ability to reproduce voice, strings, percussion, not to mention the sense of concert-hall
ambiance. (I would like to note here that most of the ambiance effects prod.uced by
other speakers are distortion, not true ambiance.) The speaker does better in mid-range
inner detail than any other I know of."
· " ... A good many on our listening panel swear they have never heard the Dahlquist's
equal in midrange/high-end reproduction. I am tempted to agree."
" ... It is a speaker that was uncompromisingly designed for the man who knows and
loves live music, for whom the speaker experience itself is a surrogate."
A second reviewer comments:
" ... I too feel that the Dahlquist is both an aesthetic and engineering marvel. If Dahlquist were to double his price, the DQ-1 O would still be an excellent value ."
A third reviewer speaks:
" ... I am in awe of the Dahlquist's precision in establishing and maintaining a perfect
stereo image. I also feel that the Dahlquist sounds more cohesive than the
Magneplanar."
" ... the DQ-10 repr~sents a more musically coherent sound than any other speaker
known to me. Tha~ is, the freedom from subtle "rough edges" which, I suppose, must
represent the lack of phase distortion that is the raison d'etre of the design, with its
miniscule baffle· boards an·d incredibly elaborate crossover network, exceeds anything
else in my experience."
So much for what the critics think; now you should begin to savor the Dahlq1,Jist
sound. It puts everything else into perspective.

and the exciting story behind it!

-

I,

TheDQ-10by C>la•HLQu1BT

$395

For laboratory-standard performance, beautiful simplicity,
and mechanical · dependability, you ~an't beat a manual
table. Here is a collection of our favorites.

\

Bang &Olutsen

@PIONEER~

@PIONEERe·

PL-1 O Stereo Turntable

The Beogram 3000 .

. PL-120

$265

STEREO TUR NT ABLE
The ideal turntable for any moderate priced
hi-fi system. The PL-1 O offers the exceptional
level of precision found in every Pioneer turntable. And its features are unmatched in its
price range. Includes S-shaped tonearm,
viscous damped cueing, anti-ska1ing control,
33 1/3 and 45 rpm speeds, hinged dust cover,
base. and much more. $99.95

Despite its simplified 2-control operation, this
vers,atile unit contains a high degree of
sophistication with advanced features like: 4pole, belt-driven synchronous motor; staticbalanced S-shaped tonearm; ultra-light tracking; oil damped cueing; anti-skating control;
12-inch dynamically balanced die cast platter;
walnut base, hinged dust cover; 33113 - 45
rpm speeds. $119.95.

with GRADO FE3+ elliptical cartridge
List. $149.90
Stereocraft Price

with GRADO F3E+ elliptical cartridge.
List. $169.90. Stereocraft Price

$109 ..95

$129.95

•

The critics speak:
"it .. It is a superb record-playing ensemble boasting . for instance. extremely low rumble , absolute speed accuracy, and
a control arrangement that is uncannily logical. . .. The
workings of the Beogram 3000 are foolproof and jamproof
and its performance - thanks partly to the excellent cartridge and integrated design - is superb." - High Fidelity,
January 197 4 .
" .A severely warped "test record " we keep in stock , one
which causes virtually all pickups to lose contact. presented
no problems to the B&O unit. No other pivoted arm we have
ever used has been able to play this record. The B&O
Seagram 3000 is , by any standards - aesthetic, technical , or
just plain audible - a superior record player. In today's inflated market, even its price does- not remove it from the
" bargain " category." Stereo Review, January 1974.
The Seagram 3000 includes, Brazilian rosewood base,
hinged cover and B&O SP-12 cartridge .

PS-1100

$99.50

The PS-1100 is an all-inclusive turntable and tonearm
system. making Sony component reliability available to the
budget minded. quality conscious music lover. For a very
reasonable price. the PS-1100 assures high caliber performance. along with automatic features for listening convenience.
Idler drive turntable system . with high torque 4-pole induction
motor
•Automatic arm return and shut-off
•Counterweight anti -skating
•viscous damped cueing
• Magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus included
. Wooden base with walnut grain vinyl exterior. and
removable , smoked plastic dust cover

Your valuable records are treated royally in The World of
Sony Sound. Sony's PS-5520 playback unit lets you play 331/J
and 45 rpm rcords with excellent quality reproduction .
Flawless tracking subjects your records to less wear and tear.
At the end of each record the PS-5520's tone arm returns to
rest and the unit automatically shuts off. To automatically
"start" , "reject" , "repeat" , and "stop" you simply touch the
operating lever. A specially designed hysteresis synchron0l,1s
motor plus a belt drive practically eliminates rumble. Smart
walnut base with ahinged. smoked plastic cover.

Technics

Despit its
modest price,
the new Thorens
TD165C is a
Thorens
in every
sense of
the
word. Completely
integrated with a new
Thorens tonearm, dust
cover and walnut base ,
it features a double 16-poly synchronous motor, precision cueing control, dynamically balanced six pound, 12-inch platter ,
anti-skating control, plus the
many refinements that are the
foundation of Thorens' reputation for the world's finest
transcription turntables.

by Panasonic

SL-1200
Turntable and Matching
Tonearm . Ultra-low speed DC
brushless
motor .
Revolutionary direct drive
system. No belts , idlers, or
other reduction mechanisms .
Strobe light. Cueing . Variable
pitch controls. Anti-skating .
Detachable hinged dust cover .

SL-1300
Turntabl e a nd Match i ng
Tonearm. Ultra-low sp eed DC
brushless motor . Automatic
tonearm . Direct-drive system
eliminates belts . idl e rs . or
other reduction mechanisms .
Unique repeat selector switch
lets you repeat a record up to
f ive times or indefinitely.
Feather-touch damped cueing . Anti - skating . Va riable
pitch
controls .
Low
c <:1pacitance phono cables .
Removable
tonearm
headshell . Built-in strobe light.
Hinged ple xiglass dust cover.

PACKAGE DEALS:
TD 165C with Grado F3E+CD4.
List $249.45. STEREOCRAFT Price $199.96.
TD 160C with Grado F1 +CD4.
List $305. STEREOCRAFT Price $230.01.

Al<110 available: the B&O SP-14.
A spherlcal 1tylu1 version of the SP-12.
A fine value at $45.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
STEREO TURNTABLE SYSTEM

$175

RIGHT ON!

$85
The quality of the cartridge largely determines the fidelity of
reproduced sound . The amplifiers and speakers, regardless
of their specifications. cannot correct the faults introduced by
the cartridge.
To meet the critical responsibility placed on the cartridge,
the handcrafted SP-12 relies on advanced engineering
techniques. Most important of these is the patented Moving
Micro Cross system. It eliminates the need for a moving
magnet or coil. dramatically reduces the effective tip mass
(ETM). and provides superb stereo separation. Another
feature of the SP-12 is a naked diamond mounted directly to
the cantilever. This allows a further reduction in tip mass and ,
as the crystal structure of the diamond is known , permits the
correct mounting orientation which minimizes possible impact damage.

SONY

PS-5520 with
GRADO FE3+CD4
List $219.90
Our Price

THO~

Offered Separately at

(willbe$300
after Nov. 3rd)

SONY®

~

The SP-12 Cartridge

·rHOR!!!S
TD·IZS AB MARK II

SL-1100A
Direct Drive Turntable and matching tonearm . Ultra-low
speed DC brushless motor. Feather-touch cueing . Antiskating . Pin-Jac k terminals. Plexiglass dust cover. Strobe
light. Vari able pitch controls.

PACKAGE DEALS
SL-1200

with
GRADO
F3E+CD4
Total Retail $320.00
Stereocraft Price $279.95

SL-1300
TD 125 AB"MARK I~ with Grado F1 +CD4.
List $485. STEREOGRAFT Price $410.01.
TD 125 B (does not include arm)
with SHURE SME 3009 Series II arm
and Gr.a do F1 +CD4.
List $520. STEREOCRAFT Price $445.

The ultimate others only.approach.
The Thorens TD-125 AB Mark II electronic transciption turntable .
At its heart is the most precise electron ic control circuitry know to man .
Impervious to -variations in the frequency or amplitude of line .current in you~
home . Constant and precise platter rotation are ensured . Typi cal of Thorens
attention to detai l, speed selection is accomplished with a ~old plated switch .
Motor speed is an exceedingly low 21 O rpm . This reduces rumble to inaudibility.
Dyn ami cal ly balan ced 7. 1 lbs . platter vastl y diminishes wow and flutter ..
Hig hly refined suspension system isolates tonearm and platter from chassis.
The TP-16 gimbal suspension tonearm utilizes a frictionles s. magnetic
system to guarantee precise stylus contact in th e absolute cen ter of th e record
groove at all times.
·
.
If owning the ultimate in sound equipment is important to you . owning the
Th orens TD-12 5 AB M ark II is inevitable. Wh y not now?

with
GRADO
F3E+CD4
Total Retail $349.50
Stereocraft Price $309.95

SL-1100A with GRADO
F1 +CD4
Total Retail $445.00
Stereocraft Price $375.00

The

UIJ'- lineup
of automatic tables. . .and the world's
finest automatic single-play •table.

A matter of subtle refinement rather than radical change.
If you've known previous Duals, our new generation will look familiar. Which is not surprising
since ·no radical change has been made in design or technology.
Dual, after all, is the multi-play turntable that music experts - record reviewers, audio
engineers, hi-fi editors - have long preferred to use in their personal systems.
The reason is simple: Dual provides superior performance (with the added convenience of
being fully automatic). And becau_se of Dual's proven reliability, many owners are reluctant to
give up their original Dual; even after ten years of constant use.
Th rough the years Dual has introduced many "firsts" among automatic turntables: pitch control; separate anti-skating scales for different stylus types; gimbal tonearm suspension, and
rotatihg single-play spindles.
Dual engineers have never strayed from their original concept: to build every Dual turntable
with more precision than you are ever likely to need. For example, even the lowest-priced Dual.
can track flawlessly at one gram.
Another Dual policy: refinements introduced on the higher-priced Duals typically appear
later on the lower-priced models. For example: illuminated · strobes, rotating single-play
spindles, low capacitance tonearm leads and the special anti-skating scale for CD-4.
With these subtle refinements, each Dual remains the most advanced multi-play turntable in
its price class. Radical change, after all, is necessary only when one is radically behind.

A ·critic's View of
the Dual 701:
" ... The ARLL weighted rumble measurement (minus 68 dB) is a
superb figure that moves the 701 to the champion class. . .. The
701 sets itself well apart from any changer on the market and even
represents a degree of performance sophistication that few ·
manuals can ·challenge in several key respects; rumble and arm
resonance stand out as the best we have measured. Hence the Dual
701 has placed itself in the select group of products against which
we must measure the performance of the others." - High Fidelity,
Sept. 1974

Multiple-play automatic turntables.
'l'

60

The Model 701

~~,

$400.
TURNTABLE PACKAGES at BIG
SAVINGS

1226, $159.95

DUAL 1225 with MB10 base, cover, Grado F3E+CD4 cart'ridge.
·
List $203.85. STEREOCRAFT Price $139.95.
DUAL 1226 with MB10 base, cover, Grado F3E+CD4.
List $233.85. STEREOCRAFT Price $167.95.
DUAL 1228 with WB12 base, cover, Grado F3E+CD4.
List $266.85. STEREOCRAFT Price $189.95.
DUAL 1229 Q with WB19 base, cover and Grado F3E+CD4.
List $341.35. STEREOCRAFT Price $259.95.

1229Q, $259.95

1228, $189.95

PRESENTING ...
The All New, Wholly Unorthodox
B • I • C Turntables!
The B • I • C 980 and 960 turntables bring you an order of performance which is both outstanding and fast becoming
essential in the new era of 4-channel reproduction.
They are bound to be copied.
Features:
•the ONLY belt-drive. automatic multiple play table in existence!
• 24-pole. 300 RPM motor for smoothness, silence, durability.
• Programmable so that single record can be played and repeated from one to five times before automatic shutoff.
• Adjusta.ble cartridqe shell for perfect 15 degree tracking angle
• Adjustable cueing from 1 to 3 seconds delay.
etc-etera, etcetera~ etcetera!
-

The 980 and 960 are identical except for the
. 980's electronic speed and pitch control circuitry
and its lighted strobe. Accessories available include solid oiled walnut wood base, matte . black
molded base, and hinged dust cover.
-

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICES
The B • I • C 960 with molded base,, cover, and Grado FCR cartridge.
Total retail: $f92.85. STEREOCRAFT Price $149.95.
The B •I• C 980 with wood base cover, Grado F3E+CD4 cartridg~.
Total retail $276.80. STEREOCRAFT Price $199.95.

I

STEREOCRAFTS LOW PRICES ON TOP RATED CARTRIDGES:
Grado is not a new name in high fidelity; but this season's cartridges are getting unprecedented
reviews :
" ... As a two-channel cartridge, (the FTR + 1 at $11.95) ranks with a handful of the finest, all of which
sell for 4 to 6 times its price." - Julian Hirsch, in Stereo Review.
" ... a remarkable cartridge for $11 .95 ... the FTR + 1 performed more than acceptably in my reference
system . . .. one of the best tr~ck·ing cartridges I have yet encountered ... well defined and clean ... I
could live contentedly with (it) for quite a long time." - The Absolute Sound, Spring 1974.
Can you imag'ne how good the better Grados sound?

GRADO
Cartridge
FTR+l
FCR
F3E+CD4·
F2+
Fl+

List
$11.95
$25.00
$49.50
$60.00
$75.00

Our
Price
$11.95
$11.95
$24.95
$39.95
$49.95

®

H

SHURE
Cartridge
M93
M91ED

List

Our
Price

$39.95
$54.95

$18.95
$21.95

audio-technica.

ADC
Cartridge
XLM
VLM
250XE

List
$50.00
$46.00.
$59.00

Our
Price
$42.50
$39.95
$28.95
..........

Audio Technica
Cartridge
List
AT10
$25.00
ATl 1E $44.95
AT12S
$64.95
'

............•.

·

Our
Price
$ 9.95
$17.95
$49.95

JBL loudspeakers
JBL's new Decade 26. Some people
at JBL think that this loudspeaker
(the lowest priced one they make) is
one of the best two-way systems
they make. Four grille colors.
Natural oak cabinet. Except for the
price, it sounds expensive.

probably ·need no ir'ltroduction to most of our readers. Chances are
your favorite rock group uses JBL's as studio monitors or in live
performance. The JBL sound conveys excitement of. an indescribable but almost palpable type - perhaps that is why JBL's
of vintage as well as late model types just keep on selling, decade
after decade!

$156
The Studio Master L200 is the imp roved .classic JBL Studio
Monitor used by most major
recording studios. Housed in a
rich oiled walnut enclosure with a
three-dimensional grille available
in decorator colors, the L200
achieves powerful and accurate
reproduction from a 15" low frequency loudspeaker and high
frequency compression driver.

JUST IN - the Decade 36, big
brother to the 26; 3-way performance for only

II

$198.

A consumer version of the JBL
professional control monitor is
offered in the Century L 100
loudspeaker. Exciting performance
and bold imaginative design have
brought the L 100 to an unchallenged position as the leader in the
bookshelf speakers. The oiled
walnut casing houses a 12" low
frequency speaker, 5" midrange
transducer and 1.4" high frequency
direct radiator. The Air grille is
available in decorator colors.

$657

$297

The linear sound
of EPI:
no artificial ingredients

long a familiar name among
commercial audio manufacturers, has only recently
entered the high fidelity
marketplace with an exciting
and eye-catching array of
loudspeakers. The company
has many of the characteristics
of the Advent Corporation,
whose praises we have sung on
Page 5; naturally this bodes
The AVID
well for the consumer, who can
Model 100.
expect honest value for his
dollar and agile response to his
service needs.
For those (and they are • Two way acoustic suspension
many) who like for speakers to system
be decorative as well as func- •Snap-on, re-coverable grille panel
comments:
·
tional, the 'floating grilles' on "Reviewer's
... To make the point right off, the
Avid speakers are available in a Avid 100 strikes us as one of the
variety of colors ranging from best speakers in its size and price
class we have heard to date. It has
subdued to sublime! Warranty: an over-all clarity of sound, a
5 years, parts and iabor. (Ship- fullness of frequency response, and
a realistic dynamic range that make
ping paid one way)

$85.

You may have wondered why your "live" album sounds like it
died. You can't quite get a handle on it, but it sounds like ... well, like
something's missing.
In fact, just the opposite is true.
Something's been added - something that wasn't there in the
concert hall. It's called bass.
Lots of bass. More than they played; more than they recorded.
You may be wondering why anyone would do that.
Well, a little audio history should clear things up for you:
You see, in the beginning· there was the tinny speaker: Pretty awfl
ful.
Then somebody got the bright idea of boosting the bass, to cover
up the tinny sound: Not bad. But when they buried the freshness,
the life of the sound: Not good.
Introducing· Linear Sound. It's from EPI, and it's just beautiful. It's
calle-d linear because it corresponds almost exactly with the
straight-line graph of true, uncolored, natural sou.nd. With no artificial ingredients added.
All EPI bookshelf speakers put out linear sound: the Model 60, at
$74; the Model 90, at $95; and the Model 110, at $126.

·The AVID
MODEL 60.

$65
•Two-way bass reflex design
• Highly efficient; can be driven 19
mind-boggling levels by a 5 watt
amp.
• Use on floor, bookshelf or wall.
•Available in brown or off-white
grille colors

it a star among systems costing
significantly more. This verdict
suggests itself as a first impression;
subsequent listening, even with
"looking for trouble", does not
diminish this impression, but rather
reinforces it.
"It becomes apparent after listening to the Avid 100 that the technical
team at this new company, headed
by long-time audio expert Vector
Brociner, has indeed succeeded in
producing what it set out to: a compact, low-cost speaker that may
"really shake the status quo."
" ... Frequency response is unusually smooth and linear over the
greatest portion of the musical
spectrum, and at appreciable output levels too.
"After studying these (measurement) test results we were not too
surprised, but still greatly pleased,
at how good a stereo pair of Avids
sounds playing music. Highs and
midrange are clear, uncolored, and
nicely spread through the room,
and they have ample bite on transients. In view of the speaker's size,
the low end is astonishingly
authoritative. In general the stereo
panorama offered a "wall of sound"
effect while also preserving strong
directional clues in the program
material.
We would characterize the Avid
100 as an honest speaker that performs far better than its $85 price
tag would suggest. High Fidelity.

The AVID
Model 103.

$150.
• Three way acoustic suspension
• Frequency response 35 Hz to 18
kHz, within 5 dB.
• Midrange and tweeter elements
fuse-protected
•Snap-on, re-coverable grille panel

Reviewer's comments:
" ... Our initial impression of the
sound of the Avid Model 103 was
one of utter smoothness and
freedom from undue emphasis or
co1o·ration of any portion of the frequence spectrum. It was as "easy"
sounding a speaker as we have
heard in some time. All the tests
completely confirmed our subjecthze response to the system .... If the
Model 103 is any indication of Avid's
potential, it should soon be a name
to reckon with in the speaker
market. As it is, the Model 103 is a
considerably
better-than-average
speaker in its price class, and it outperforms many far larger and more
expensive speaker systems we have
heard." -Stereo Review, April '74
" ... The tone-burst response .of the
system was uniformly excellent over
the full frequency range. Less than 1
cycle was required to reach the full
burst amplitude, without overshoot,
ringing, or spurious responses.
" ... USER COMMENT: The sound of
the Avid Model 103 speaker system
can best be described as smooth,
easy, and free from emphasis, or ·
coloration in any portion of the frequency spectrum. . .. In every
respect, (it) proved to be one of the
best moderately priced speaker
systems we have heard. It should be
able to compete effectively with
many speaker systems costing as
much as $20Q or more." - Popular
Electronics, July '74

soLnd as clear as lighr

Heil air-motion transformer
loudspeaker system

Warranty:
To the original owner: Lifetime parts and labor on the ESS Heil air-motion transformer
midrange tweeter, five years on the remainder of the system excluding finish on condi tion the unit was purchased from an authorized ESS dealer (Exception : the Model 5
carries a 5-year warranty on all parts .)

amt1

amt3

1

specifications

The ESS amt 1 tower, thought
quite dissimilar in appearance
from the amt 1, is a "high
performance" version of the
amt 1 and · extracts every bit
of low range potential in the
amt 1 woofer by utilizing a con siderably larger and more com plex enclosure. The ESS amt
1 tower incorporates the same
woofer and ESS Heil air-motion
transformer as the smaller
amt 1 but differs in its capa bility for sustaining extended
low frequency response. · The
ESS amt 1 tower's deep bass
performance
is·
obtained
through the use of a full 6
foot quarter wave length trans mission line that provides the
amt 1 . tower with deep. full ~
bodied bass descending to 30
Hz pedal tones . With this high
seamlessly
pressure
bass
matched to the open detailed
midrange and clear pure highs
that only the ESS Heil airmotion
transformer
can
achieve, the amt 1 tower is a
perfectionist's
"high
permance" ~ystem capable of accurately reproducing all the in formation on today's finest re cordings.
specifications

Description:
Two -way , floor-standing
system . Low frequencies are
reproduced by a 10-inch
woofer mounted in a
resistive ported enclosure.
High frequencies are
reproduced by the ESS
Heil air-motion transformer
midrange tweeter
positioned for unhindered
radiation. Crossover
frequency is 700 Hz .
Frequency response :
4!i Hz through 24.000 Hz
field measurement.

Description:
Two -way . floor -standing
column . Upper frequencies
are carried by the ESS
Heil air-motion transformer
midrange tweeter. Lower
frequencies are reproduced
by a high excursion 10-inch
woofer mounted in a
resistively loaded , tuned
transmission line.
Crossover frequency is
700 Hz .
Frequency response:
35 Hz through 24.000 Hz
field measurement .

kevolutionary today and the
standard of comparison for to ".lorrow, the ESS amt 1 is the
first authentically new approach
to sound generation in fifty
years . Every detail of the re corded performance is revealed
with a degree of purity never
before achieved and completely
beyond the ability of all con ventional · systems . Nothing we
say. or can say. will prepare
you for the ESS amt 1 's in credible high resolution sound
- sound as Clear as light.
The amt 1 combines the ori ginal ESS Heil air-motion transformer with a specially devel oped ten -inch woofer that has
an oversize. deep -drawn frame
and high gauss magnet assem bly for long. linear excursion
at the highest possible acceleration. A culmination of ten
prototype designs. the ESS
amt 1 woofer achieves both
powerful. impactful. low fre quency response and rapid ac cleration for crisp transient
performance that blends pre cisely with the clarity of the
ESS Heil air-motion transformer .

+

3 .5 dB. near

+

The ESS amt 3 is so uncolored
throughout its range, so de tailed in its transient precision.
and so powerful in its dynamic
capability that no musical de mands, from the purity of a solo
voice to the visceral impact of
a rock concert. will tax its re sources .
To achieve performance at this
impressive level, the ESS amt
3 employs four drivers operating over three individual seg ments of the fre.quency range.
Midrange
and
treble
fre quencies are handled by the
ESS Hail air-motion transformer positioned transformer
former positioned to fully realize
its unprecedented sound dis persion. A powerful six - inch
driver. mounted in an internal
transmission line. reproduces
the lower midrange and upper
bass. A new order of transient
impact is carried into the deepest bass frequencies by the use
of twin ten-inch. high gauss.
foam surround woofers.
specifications
Description:
Three-way, four driver.
floor-standing system using
two high acceleration 10inch woofers , one six - inch
" transition " driver, and
one ESS Heil air-motion
ransformer midrange
tweeter . Crossover
frequencies are at 250
Hz and 1.000 Hz .
Frequency response :
40 Hz through 24.000 Hz
measurement .

+

2 dB near field

2 .5 dB near

am4
The ESS amt 4. in clean. coorary styling. is the compact. floor-standing system
from ESS that employs a, full. bi-polar radiating ESS Heil air-motion transformer midrange / tweeter assembly · for the open imaging that gained the ESS amt 1 international
recognition.
Bass and lower midrange frequencies are
produced by a high acceleration. ten - inch air
suspension driver designed by ESS for outstandingly tight. clean bass coupled with
clear and precise midrange definition . The
upper range is carried by the new " dual
magnetic plate" ESS Heil air-motion transformer
midrange/ tweeter
that
provides
smooth . high-resolution clarity and unpre cedented wide dispersion pattern to the
very highest frequencies .

specifications
Description :
Two-way, floorstanding system
utilizing a 10-inch,
foam surround . air
suspension woofer
and "dual magnetic
plate " ESS Heil airmotion transformer
midrange/ tweeter .
Crossover frequency
1,000 Hz .
Frequency response :
45 Hz through 24.000 Hz
measurement .

1 9. 0
The ESS Heil air-motion transformer. has
been brought to popular sized loudspeakers ·
with the introduction of the exciting new
ESS amt 5 reference bookshelf .
The ESS He il " power-ring" tweeter operates with the identical and unique air
" squeezing " principle of t he larger ESS Heil
midrange/ tweeter
air-motion
transformers
to achieve an equivalent transient clarity ,
wide stereo imaging and complete freedom
from fatigue -producing distortion . This new
ESS He il " power-ring" is matched through
a precision , multi-stage crossover to a powerful 12-inch air suspension woofer developed
by ESS for deep. high impact bass and a defined , uncolored midrange .

specifications
Description:
Two-way bookshelf
system utilizing a 12inch , foam surround,
air suspension woofer
and 3-inch ESS Heil
" power-ring" air-motion
transformer tweeter .
Crossover frequency:
1,500 Hz .

+

3 dB. near field

Frequency response:
45 Hz through 24,000 Hz
field measurement

+

3 .5 dB . near

VINYL $159.95

atellite IV
Tl'\e ESS SATELLITE 4 system is the
space saving answer to four channel
sound reproduction that avoids the
necessity
for
smaller,
compromised
speaker systems because of decor requirements . The ESS SATELLITE 4
produces sound in every way equivalent
to four large floor standing loudspeakers
of superb quality, while achieving this
with an integrated system which blends
unobtrusively into any room environment .
Four very small midrange-tweeter satel lites are placed unobstrusively in the required four " source " positions while a
single " end table " bass radiator, driven
by its own 100 watt RMS amplifier, can
be placed in any convenient position
about the room to provide the deep bass
below 100 HZ for all four channels.

$595

T e Lie Detector ( otfor ale).

Contrary to what is commonly
believed
choosing
speakers

does not have to be difficult
or confusing. But like all myths
those which surround speaker

selection have some basis in
the real world.
The
differences
between
speakers could be understood
by everyone if it were't for great
variations in speaker efficiency.
This simply means that given
the same amount of power.
different speakers will play at
different volume levels. When
you try to compare two speakers, one will play louder. and
the louder speaker will sound

like the better speaker. whether or not it really is. All of the
other more important performance differences. such as range,
distortion and tonal balance will
be obscured.
Our ,new speaker comparison device in no way alters the
sound quality of the speakers
connected to it . What it does
is enable you to compare speakers 6f varying efficiencies at the
same volume level. Our com-

parions are instantaneous because even a one or two second
delay in switching would be sufficient to cause you to forget
what the first pair sounded like
before you heard the second
pair.
Our speaker comparator is
in reality an attempt to replace
magic with reason. and give you
the tools you need to be a
participant rather than an observer in the selection process.

THE

ADVE J

OU SPEAKER
Both the loudspeakers shown - the original Advent Loudspeaker
and the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker - are intended to be comp~red in audible performance, including frequency band-width,
with the most elaborate and expensive speakers available. That
may be difficult to accept, we realize, but it is true and verifiable in
the listening.
The original Advent Loudspeaker, which costs $115 to $130 .depen- .
ding on its cabinet finish, can withstand absolute, no-holds-barred
comparison with any speaker of any price, and sounds obviously
and dramatically better than many far more expensive speakers.
The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker ($79.00) sounds the same as the
original, but will not play quite as loud as the original in as big a
room.

W

t Th y' e Say"ng About the

dv nt Loud pe k r

"The low-frequency performance of the speaker system is even more impressive than its high end. The
flat, extended response to below the lowest audible frequencies is genuine, not the result of added distortion products which can make an inferior speaker system seem better than it really is.
" ... It has a silky smooth, balanced sound with well-dispersed highs, and lows which can really be felt,
rather than merely heard .. We can't recall having heard another speaker in its price class that can match
it" - ELECTRONICS WORLD (Julian Hirsch)

With us, it's always

At the risk of incurring the displeasure of our other manufacturers, we
categorically state that Advent is our favorite company. Why?
First there are product reasons. Advent doesn't make model changes
simply for cosmetic reasons or to artificially stimulate sales. Without exception, each Advent product is not only a 'best buy', but provides near state of
the art performance at a fraction of the price you'd expect to pay.
But most important are the people reasons. The folks at Advent really
care about their dealers and especially about their customers. Their attention to our needs and yours is swift and sure. A call to the company puts us
in touch not with some low-echelson functional illiterate who can't help us,
but with Vinnie, or Frank, or Fred someone else in a command position who
can and does get quick action. We say it again, with a touch of awe because
it's such an uncommon phenomenon: The people at Advent care!

" ... The frequency response was flat, with only+ 3 dB variations over the major portion of its range. What
is more important is that the 45-degree off-axis response follows the on-axis response to a remarkable
degree, denoting excellent high-frequency power response ...
"One could say that at twice the price the Advent speaker would be a good value, but at $130 it is a
bargain." - AUDIO
"After several weeks of listening (to the Advents) we still haven't found anything to complain about. We
couldn't even find any sonic characteristics to hang adjectives on, in order to try to describe their sound.
They were, in fact, the least-colored loudspeakers we have ever heard, and this includes the highestpriced systems currently available. By all the accepted standards of evaluation ... the Advents are as accurate reproducers of sound as any top-line system we have heard." - THE STEREOPHILE
"The lows ... remained strong and clean all the way down to 20 Hz with very low distortion ... Without a
doubt, the Advent is one of the smoothest and widest-range speaker systems we have had the pleasure of
testing ...
"The tone-burst response was excellent throughout, ranking with the best we have seen from any
speaker ...
"The extreme low-bass reproduction, which is one of the most expensive characteristics to build into a
speaker system, sets the Advent speaker apart from anything else in its price class. In this respect, it can
only be compared to the best acoustic-suspension speakers selling for twice its price-or more." ~TEREO REVIEW

THE DOUBLE ADVENT S·Y STEM
The Absolute Sound is a magazine written by and for advanced audiophiles, and in this sense it is very
different from other audio publications written for a broader audience. Absolute Sound tested the Double
Advents (two Advents on each c~annel) and, in a mind-blowing revie_w, picked the Double Advents as one
of the four best speaker systems in the world! (The other three cost between $1,000 and $3,000.) The
reviewers had this to say:
"The spaciousness of the two workirig in tandem suggested that of a huge Bozak system, but without its
considerable frequency deviations. The bass, if anything, had that certain low-end sock you hear in a
good hall, and the upper strings, massed violins in particular, began to sound like massed violins.
At present, with the ADC LXM, the Phase Linear and a ReVox A77Mk Ill, the Double Advents sound more
like good electrostatics than any other cone-type speaker we have ever heard. The Double Advents,
however, sacrifice nothing in the way of bass, response and they are capable of handling volumes of
sound that will make your ears feel as if they are watering.
"At the very high end, from about 1Ok Hz up to approximately 15 kHz or so (you actually extend the sense
of upper-en.d response with the Advents in tandem), the Advents are very smooth. They are somewhat
superior in imaging to most speakers and they reproduce the sense of overtones and ttie upper harmonics butter than any cone speaker that we can think of." - HP (reviewer)
Another Absolute Sound reviewer comments: "I can add little to HP's review except to say that you have to
start at $250 per speaker to have anything to compare the Advents to, which means that $260 for a pair of
Advents is really quite a bargain. I can also confirm the adjectives used: firm, detailed and transparent."
- HFL

ADVE T
DOES

IT AGAINI
The Advent/2.

$59.50
See the exciting Advent/2, a new low cost loudspeaker system designed for
unprecedented performance-per-dollar. Housed in a molded thermo-set
plastic cabinet, this new speaker uses drivers associated with speakers of
twice the cost to produce wider range, higher efficiency and greater power
handling than anything else even near its price class . This feat is .accomplished through use of an acoustic suspension woofer and two directradiating tweeters. The stylish molded plastic cabinet is less expensive than
a wood cabinet of equivalent acoustic performance, allowing more of the
cost to be invested in the drivers. The magnetic structure of the woofer, for
instance, is as massive as that of the original Advent Loudspeakers!

-.st''
t='--OCT. 23, 12-6 p.m., PULLMAN only:
Mr. Joe Lopirre of Advent will conduct a ''How to Buy a
Loudspeaker" serrinar. Not just Advent propaganda, but helpful
·nformation, no matter where your speaker interests lie.

Made Cassettes a High Fidelity Medium
The Advent Model 201
Cassette Deck: the best buy in a high performance
Dobly* deck.

Features:

$299.95

-Dolby noise-reduction circuitry
-Fast fast-forward and rewind
-Record and output level controls
-Heavy-duty tape transport
-Settings for chrome and regular tape
-Single VU meter shows maximum of 2 channels
-Dust cover Included
Some exceptionally clear quotes from reviewers on the Advent Model 201 Cassette Deck:
"The Advent 201 easily met its specifications and established itself - at least for now ....., as the best cassette
recorder we know of. Having used it to evalute the forty types of cassette tapes in a SJ.Jrvey report, we have
familiarity with, and respect for, its capabilities." - Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW. ·· ·
.
"Well, I have tested it and used it. And I can state categorically that it represents the finest cassette deck
available - one that is not likely to be surpassed in the future." _:_ Larry Zide, STEREO & HI-Fl TIMES
"The deck was the first we had come across in which a properly recorded cassette could be made literally indistinguishable from the sound source." - HIGH FIDELITY
"It is difficult to restrain our enthusiam for the Advent 201. The sound quality, especially with the finest playback
amplifiers and speakers, was literally awesome, as was the total absence of hiss or other background noise." Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW
"The 201 is a superlative tape deck. That it is a cassette unit with these qualities is something that would not have
been believed just one year ago." - Larry Zide, STEREO & HI-Fl TIMES
"In making recordings from disc and FM - both at the time of preparing the original report and in intervervening
months - we find that the 201 documents the premise that the sound of state-of-theart cassette equipment
need make no apolgies whatever to the better open-reel decks." - HIGH FIDELITY
*'DOLBY' Is a trademark ot Dolby Labortorles.

With many of the high performance
cassette decks currently on the
market, it is the tape alone which
limits the overall quality of the
recording. Because the ··performance characteristics of the tape
you use are so important, we at
Stereocraft strongly recommend
that you use Advent Chromium
Dioxide tape.

Advent Chromium Dioxide tape is designed to permit optimum performance from any high quality cassette deck which is properly set up for it.
With its unique physical and electromagnetic properties, Advent Chromium
Dioxide tape will give you extended high frequency response, improved
signal to noise, lower distortion and gr~ater consistency from one cassette
to another than can be achieved with any iron oxide tape.

List
$2.99
$3.74
$4.99

Sale Price

$2.49
$3.39
$4.49

12 Or More
$2.25
$2.99
$4.00

optional storage album FREE with each purchase of six cassettes

SONY. Electronics
We'll make the point right away: the Sony line of receivers, amplifiers,
turntables and other electronics is the most reliable, most conservatively
rated line we've ever sold. That says a lot.

. performance plus dependability.

A Fine Quad Receiver.

SONY@ SQR-8750

Such performance is not accidental. The fantastic reliability of Sony
electronics is in no small part due to the fact that Sony makes all it own
parts: from resistors to capacitors to transistors. Quality control
throughout the manufacturing process is thus strictly enforced, and costs
are greatly reduc.ed.
As an example of Sony conservatism in specifications, the Model 7045
receiver described below, is rated at only 30 watts per channel; yet in test
after test, it puts out a solid 50 watts RMS per channel. This conservatism
is typical of the entire product array.

• •

4-CHANNEL FM STEREO/FMAM RECEIVER

$669.50
With the SQR-8750, listeners who are used to the best in stereo can enjoy the best sound from all listening options
available today - with ease and with the assurance of Sony component quality. In both 2 and 4 channel, the unit's performance is state of the art. Besides standard wood cabinet, this unit has
• Full-logic SQ decoding, decoding of other 4-channel matrix systems and enhancement of stereo. (Enhancement of your
existing stereo recordings is probably the most important aspect of 4-channel sound) .
• Direct coupled power amp system with extra high output when strapped for 2-channel use. More than 80 watts RMS in
stereo, more than 30 X 4 watts in quad, all channels driven.
•Inputs for 2 phono sources, aux. source and discrete 4-channel sources
• Provisions for 3 tape recorders (two 2-channel and one discrete 4-channel) with monitor for each
• Outputs for 2 sets of 4-channel speakers
• 4 VU meters and meter sensitivity switch
• Individual level controls for each channel and master volume control
• mic jack and mixing level control

STEREO RECEIVERS:
SONY

SONY@ SEPARATES

STR-7065

SONY,.,

FM STEREO/FM-AM RECEIVER

TA-1150
INTEGR~TED

$549.50
The top of the line among Sony receivers, the model 7065 epitomizes all the characteristics which Sony buyers appreciate and have come to expect Comprehensive input facilities , plenty of power, and precision control features make the
7065 an appropriate center for the highest quality component systems.
Features include:
• Outputs for 3 sets of speakers
• High and low filters
• Accepts SQ or any 4-channel decoder
•Center station meter and signal strength meter
• 2 mic jacks and mixing level control
•Direct coupled power amplifier rated at 60+60 watts RMS into 8 ohms, both channels operating, from 20 to 20,000 Hz,
with 0.2% or less THO. (Our tests show over 75 watts RMS per channel.)
• Preamp output and power amp input
• Capture ratio 1.0 dB
• Rich wood cabinet included

$269.50
Performance standards for amplifiers are constantly being improved in the world ol Sony sound . Sony's T A-1150 is a
good example of an amplifier that meets standards considered impossible· only a few years ago. Its expanded dynamic
range , good transient response characteristics, and adaptability to 4-channel make it an excellent choice for the beginner
or more advanced audiophile. Besides the usual features , the TA 1150 offers:
•Front panel auxiliary input for ease of dubbing .
• Low noise integrated circuits especially designed for the preamplifier.
• Paralleled pure-complementary push-pull power amplifier stage.
• Outputs for two sets of speakers.
•Direct-coupled speaker driving circuits, with power conser~atively rated at 30+30 watts RMS, 20 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms
with distortion BELOW THE MEASURING CAPABILITY OF ORDINARY INSTRUMENTS.
•Wood case.

SONY®

SONY STR-7045

ST-5150

FM Stereo/AM FM Receiver

FM STEREO/FM-AM TUNER

$369.50
The STEREOCRAFT st~ff , 11 strong, ul')animqusly chose the 7Q4q as.the t;>est.buy in a receiver, regardless of c9st It's a
conservatively rated medium power receiver with many of the d1st1nct1ve c1rcu1try and performance features which have
also made the STR-7065 a favorite of discriminating listeners. It's a flexible instrument, with a nice, tight, precise "feel".
Features include:
• Inputs for phono, 2 aux. sources, and tape playback
• Outputs for 2 sets of speakers
·
•Accepts SQ or any 4-channel decoder
•Direct coupled power amp rated 30+30 watts RMS, 20-20,000 Hz, into 8 ohms with less than 0.2% THO. (Our tests show
50 watts RMS per channel!)
• Wood cabinet at no extra cost

STEREO AMPLIFIER

$269.50
If you're after a budget-priced tuner that's loaded with features ordinarily found only in higher priced units, consider the
ST-5150. With excellent sensitivity and selectivity, it has real station-pulling power for top notch reception from both strong
local and weak distant stations. You 'll be pleased with features like:
• FET front end mixer for higher sensitivity and good interference rejection.
•IF stages with integrated circuits and solid state i.f. filters that do the job of a dozen ordinary resonant circuits.
• Tuning and signal-strength meters.
• Wood cabinet included .

SONY@ TA-1066
INTEGRATED STEREO
AMPLIFIER

SONY-

STR-6046A

$159.50

FM STEREO/FM-AM RECEIVER

$279.50
This receiver, typical of the Sony stable, is loaded with control flexibility plus high performance. The power output is more
than adequate for a wide variety of home music systems. It has all the standard goodies, of course , and also:

The TA-1066 brings Sony quality and high performance within almost everyone's reach . Clean power output plus ample
controls make the unit an appropriate power center for the entire home music system. The wood cabinet is standard.
Special features include:
•Direct coupled power amp rated 15+15 wa~s RMS, 40 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms, with 0.8% or less THO.
• 2 tape monitor switches for inter-recorder dubbing.
2 sets of speakers outputs.

• Wood cabinet
• Outputs for 2 sets of speakers.
•Provision for SQ or any other 4-channel decoder.
• 2 microphone jacks and mixing level control.
• Preamp output and power amp input, and
• Direct coupled power amplifier rated 20+20 watts RMS , 20 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms, with under 0.8% THO. (Our tests
show over 26 watts per channel RMS.)

SONY@ ST-5066
FM Stereo/FM-AM Tuner

$159.50
SONY:.

STR-6036A
FM STEREO/FM-AM RECEIVER

$229.50

With the introduction of the ST-5066, Sony makes quality FM performance available at a price all music lovers can afford.
And Sony's standard of excellence - in engineering , technology - and craftsmanship - makes the ST-5066 a thoroughly
reliable and distinctive component to own . Housed in an elegant wooden cabinet, the unit boasts the following :
• FET front end
• Solid-state IF filters
• High blend switch
• Signal to noise ratio 68 dB
•Capture ratio 1.5 dB

For the hi-fi ent~usiastwho must consider cost as well as great sound, the STR-6036A offers high caliber performance,
plus connection facilities which provide many listening options. The rated power output of 30 watts RMS is maintained even
at 20 Hz, a notable feat in a low-priced receiver. The unit comes with not only standard equipment, but also
• Free wood cabinet
• Outputs for 2 sets of speakers.
•Hookup for SQ or other decoder.
• 2 microphone inputs.
•Direct coupled power amplifier rated 15+15 watts RMS from 20 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms, with 0.8% or less THO. (There's
that conservatism again. Our tests show 20 watts RMS per channel.)

SONY®

TA-3200F
STEREO AMPLIFIER

$369.50
de~~~gs~~~~~;Ys~:~~7n i~gh 1PJl~n~e~~8ip~~~~~~~?s ~h~pTi~~~ h a~b~~~YP~:i1ivC::n~~:g~~ie;~g~ei;s~~fte;f~~~if~;;~o~~~
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ing between output transistors and loudspeakers. This results in improved ultra-low frequency response , increased power output, full damping factor and better transient response at very low frequencies. Other significant features include:
•Rated output of 100+ 100 watts RMS, 20-20,000 Hz into 8 ohms at no more than 0.1% THO.
• Special protection circuits for power output transistors and loudspeakers. (a front panel switch permits the user to limit
output to 25, 50 or 100 watts per channel).
• Accommodations for 2 sets of speakers.
We know of no other power amplifier that offers the flexibility of the TA-3200F.

- ~KENWOOD

Kenwood continues to be one of the more popular and dependable names in the
business. Performance and features are of the same high order of excellence the
Kenwood reputation would suggest. We think the visual excitement and high performance of this year's models will prove immensely popular.
·

$179.95
KENWOOD KR-1400
AMl FM-Stereo Receiver

KR-3400 AM/FM Receiyer
22 + 22 watts RMS into 8 ohms at 1 kHz.

KR-2400 AM/FM Receiver
16 + 16 watts RMS into 8 ohms at 1 kHz.

-$219.95

A little mdriey goes a long way with KENWOOO's newest
additiori to its line of fine stereo receivers. In fact, when it comes lo quality, pe rformance
and exttaJeatures, the KR-1400 has no peer ln lt!;; price range. iO RMS Watts per
ohannei(S ohms, 1k Ht) p rovide enough .power to drive even lo~f!ioiency speakers
with mi.nirrt!3-l distortion. A precision eq ualizer·pnono preamp sactlcm delivers higll
, uniformity and circuit reliability, A phono input i;ensltivity of 2.5 rnV \'Jan dies 9p to 300 mV
{P·Pl of input signal with less than 1.0% distortion. And there' s ample prqvislon to control
a full stereo system. Your customer$ would never guess the KR-1400 saUs lor only
$179.9'5. It's a greii.t way to fight the high cost of stereo enjoyment And a great way lo
bring in more customers.
'

$259.95
'
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KR-6400 AM/FM Receiver
KR5400 AM/FM Receiver
35 watts per channel RMS Continuous Power Output 20-20,000 Hz, both channels into 8 ohm load.

KR-4400 AM/FM Receiver

45 watts per channel RMS Continuous Power Output 20-20,000 Hz, both channels into 8 ohm load.

$449.95

$379.95

25 + 25 watts RMS, 20-20,000 Hz, into 8 ohms. (27
watts/channel at 1 kHz.)

$299.9'5

-KR-7400 ,AM/FM Receiver
63 watts per channel RMS Continuous Power Output 20-20,000 Hz, bot_h channels into 8 ohm load.

The KENWOOD
KA-6006
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
48 + 48 watts RMS, 20-20,000 Hz.

$519.95
T'Ge leader. Always has been.

The High
andLoYI

$359.95

$259.50
* The Dolby LABS, Inc.

$439.95

All TEAC decks carry a two year parts and labor warranty; all cassette decks
shown include the Dolby* Noise Reduction System.

Ask any
•
en91neer.

TEAC160.

High in performance and reliability. Low in price. That's the
TEAC 160 - the new budgetpriced stereo cassette deck.
Just look at its specs: Professional wow and ftu~ter of 0.15'/r.
Frequency range of 30 -16 Hz
with high energy tape. Dolby'"
Noise Reduction to maximize
fidelity. Separate bias and EQ
switches. And much more.
For even less money, there's
the TEAC 140 -·the-sam-e deck
wiHtottt Dolby·.
So what are you waiting for?

T he
K E N W 0 0 D K A - 8.0 0 6
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
70 + 70 watts-RMS , 20-20,000 Hz.

The
incredible

TEAcqso.

The classic

23005.
For

The
Everything
Machine.

reliability.
Until recently, the only cassette deck in the world with
0.07 % WRMS record and playback wow and flutter was the
TEAC 450. _T hen TEAC introduced the 360S-identical in
performance to the 450 , but
with a few less professional
mixing features. And therefore priced lower. The 360S is
an incredible deck. It has four
input mic or line mixing, and
Dolby·x- circuitry with Dolby
calibration controls.
Ask any engineer why 0.07 %
wow and flutter means fantastic sound fidelity for even a
reel-to-reel deck-let alone a
·cassette deck. Chances are
you'll both wind up owning a
TEAC 360S.

$379.50

It will ruin you for every other
·ca ~rne tt e

deck. Because the
TEAC 450 has an unbeatable
WRMS record and playback
wow and flutter of less than
0.07 ~~ , An enhanced Dolby ·:-:system. Two mic / t\\'o line slide
control mixing . An FM / Copy
control for recording Dolbyized FM broadcasts . Plus other
specs and features matched by
only a fe\v reel-to-reel decks.
The TEAC 450 is the cassette deck of the decade. And
we\·e got it.

$449.50

TEA C' leader"hip has . don e it
again " ·ith tlw c lassic ~:~ nns.
Th e lll''" m n d t> stl~- pri ced tap e
dL't: k ,,·ith TEAC's l'Xclusi H' :~
mot or :l-head tran sport.Tnuchbutton control for instant shifting from fast fo n,·ard to fast
r ewind - alld l'l'cordingfrom
pau se o r din• ctl~- fr om pla_,._
back.
And tlwre an' hia~ and Eq
,_,,·itdw" for th e n t> \\' high enl' rg~· iap l' :-: . An~· ,,· a,\· you pla~- it.
it"" a classic .

. $499.50

It's the new TEAC 4-channel
3340S. The remarkable instrument that has just about every
creati\·e feature of a professional recording studio.
With Simul-Sync®and accessory panel. You can overdub,
sweeten, echo, cross echo, pingpong, stack tracks and mixdown. And wind up with 4 dis·
crete channels containing 9
tracks of no more than two
generations!

$1149.50

PIONEl-l'l®

Pioneer products - endorsed by Blood, Sweat &
Tears, The Allman Brothers Band, Slade, Walt
"Clyde" Frazier, Andy Warhol, Henry Lewis and a
heckuva lot of just plain Joesl Come on in and
hear why.
·

when you want something better

_Cr') PIONEER® ·sA-5200
Integrated· Stereo Amplifier
Another great value from Pioneer, the SA-5200 uses the
latest and most advanced circuitry, including directcoupling, for outstanding performance. Its 13 + 13 watts
RMS (8 ohms) both channels driven, at 1KHz, handles two
pairs of speaker systems with minimum distortion. $139.95,
with cabinet.

·~

Cr') PIONEER~ .T X-6200
AM-FM Stereo Tuner
Despite its very modest price, the TX-6200 employs the advanced circuitry found in much more expensive units. Its
front end uses a low-noise FET, while a new and exclusive
FM IC, ceramic filters and a 5-stage limiter are in the IF section. This combination provides superb selectivity (60dB)
and excellent sensitivity (1.9uV) to pull in weak stations and
eliminat~ congestion on the dial. There's also wide stereo
separation with a sophisticated IC multiplex-circuit. Capture ratio is tops at 1.5dB. $139.95, with cabinet.
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@ PIONEER® SA-9100

Cr') PIONEERe TX-91.0 0

Integrated Stereo Amplifier

AM-FM Stereo Tuner

Never before has there been an integrated amplifier with
such power, precision and performance. Two separate
balanced power supplies use an unbelievable 30,000
microfarads total capacitance for absolute stability and excellent transient response. Twin stepped tone controls,
plus a new tone defeat switch custom tailor listening with
5,929 tonal combinations. Direct-coupling in all stages (not
just power amp) provides wider dynamic range and incredibly low 0.0 % (1 watt) THD/IM distortion. 65 + 65
watts RMS (8 ohms) both channels driven, at 1KHz. Accommodates 3 pairs of speakers. Maximum number of inputs/outputs. 2-way tape-to-tape duplicating and monitoring, plus many other features. $449.95, with walnut cabinet.

Almost any receiver lets you tape a record or an FM
program while you listen to it. The new Pioneer SX-737's
uniq~e Recording Selector lets you tape one source while
you list.en to ~not.h~r. There's enough power to play up to
two pairs of ineff1c1ent speakers in really big rooms. And
there are plenty of inputs and outputs for all kinds of
~ccessories like two tape decks, with tape-to-tape duplication. Other features include click-stop bass and treble controls, hi~h and low filters, FM muting, loudness control
automatic speaker protection circuit, and illuminated
prog_ram ~ource ind~cators. A phase-lock-loop circuit
provides wide separation and low distortion. 35 watts RMS
per channel, with both channels driven into 8-ohm loads, at
any frequency from 20 Hz. to 20 kHz. THO 0.5%. Excellent
specifications inclu~e SIN 20 Hz. dB, FM sensitivity 1.9 uV
(1 H~). capture ratio 1.0 dB. $399.95, including walnut
cabinet.

There's never been anything like it for the audiophile. The
height of sophlstication, its astonishing specifications confirm its superb performance and capabilities. FM sensitivity
- 1.5uV; Selectivity - 90dB; Capture ratio - 1dB; SIN ratio 75dB. All noise has been eliminated by 6stage limiters used
with differential amplifiers and a new noise suppressor circuit. The exclusive drift-free, alignment-free ·phase lock
loop (PLL) IC circuit in the multiplex section provides optimum channel separation. Other features; unique muting
control to eliminate interstation noise and the popping
noise of tuning/detuning; completely unitized IC in AM section; dual tuning meters; ultra wide tuning dial. $349.95, including walnut cabinet.

®PIONEER®_ SX-1010
AM/FM Stereo Receiver

.@PIONEER"

COMPONENT QUALITY
CAR DECKS

Dazzling good looks plus performance combinations you've been waiting
·
.
for
Model KP-301: A' ·to Reverse Cassette player
stereo and Dolby·• Noise Reduction.
List. $229.95. STEREOCRAFT price $189.95

Model KP-300: Auto Reverse Cassette Player
FM Stereo. Identical to KP301 except for
Dolby•.
List $154.95. STEREOCRAFT Price $129.95

Model TP-800: 8-Track player plus FM Stereo
Radio.
List $149.95. STEREOCRAFT Price $124.95

Model TP-82&: 8-Track player; similar in
appearance to TP800.
List $99.95. STEREOCRAFT Price $84.95.

*TM Dolby Labs, Inc.

No component manufacturer has ever before put so much
power, performance, and versatility into a receiver. A full
100 watts (RMS) per channel (8 ohms, both channels
driven) easily handles the most inefficient speakers in the
largest listening room. Total harmonic distortion is an incredibly low 0.1 % across the entire audible frequency
spectrum (20-20,000 Hz). A truly state-of-the-art tuner section offers an almost unheard of 1.7 uV (1 HF) sensitivity and
better than 90 dB (1 HF) selectivity. Wide range of inputs including 2 turntables and 2 microphones. Connections for 4channel and Dolby adap.ters. Monitoring of two tape decks
plus deck-to-deck dubbing while listening to another
program. Exclusive twin stepped tone controls provide
over 3,000 variations. Switching for 3 pairs of speakers,
panel dimming, FM and audio muting, tone control disconnect. $699.95, including walnut cabinet.

COMPLETE STOCK OF
PIONEER CAR
SPEAKERS SUR.FACE
OR
RECESSED.
for example ..•
The TS-160 6% inch
full range speaker.
1O ounce magnet.
Response 60-14,000 Hz.

List. $32.95
STEREOCRAFT Price.

$25.95

A Sampling of ULTIMATE ELECTRONICS

•The Model 4000 is a stereo preamp with Phase Lineardeveloped differential logic SQ. The 4000 also includes
three features never before included in consumer electronics. Two of them, the "peak unlimiter" and "downward
expander", make up for the compression and gain-riding
done by recording studios, restoring the bass "punch" and
high-frequency "sizzle" lost in cramming a wide dynamic
range onto a record. The third f.eature is an auto correlator
(noise reduction system) that de-noises any source.

• More than 700 watts RMS from 20-20,000 Hz, both
channels operating into 8 ohm loads, at less than 0.25%
distortion. (Tests show over 900 watts RMS before clipping
into 8 ohms, and well over 1000 watts RMS into 4 ohm
loads.)

$799.

• More than 400 watts RMS from 20-20,000 Hz, both
charrnels operating into 8 ohm loads, at less than 0.25%
distortion. (Most tests show over 540 watts RMS before
clipping into 8 ohms, and over 750 watts RMS into 4 ohm
loads.)
·
A "best buy" at only

$599.

$499.

The SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PE 2217. $499.50
The PE2217 Preamp-Equalizer performs the equalization function of the 20-12 (described at right). In addition it is a superb
preamp with the following capabilities and features:
• DISCRETE-OCTAVE EQUALIZATION CONTROL of ten octaves on each channel, ± 12db each octave • FULLSPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL for each channel• AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS MONITORING by light-emitting diodes for
visual warning of overload in output circuits• VISUAL ZERO-GAIN EQUALIZATION BALANCING on music, white noise or
pink noise • TAPE DUBBING BETWEEN TWO MACHINES, with optional simultaneous equalizing and monitoring •
DOUBLE-DUBBING into two recorders simultaneously• SEPARATE SYSTEM-SELECTION enables full use of all other
functions during the tape dubbing operation• LINE OR TAPE equalization selector• AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER-DEFEAT
when line or tape equalizer is not in use• FRONT PANEL TAPE input-output jacks for easy 2nd and 3rd tape recorder
hookup access• TAPE MONITORING of either tape at any time• TWO low-level phono inputs• FOURindependent phono
preamps •SIX A/C outlets, 4 switched, 2 unswitched • ELECTRO-PLATED FERROUS CHASSIS - (eight sections) provides optimum shielding to minimize magnetic field-coupling • TWO REGULATED power supplies.
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE - Hi-level inputs; ±'/•dB, 5 Hz to
100 KHz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE - Phono inputs; ± V2dB, 20 Hz to
20KHz (Typ. ±'/•dB)
HARMONIC DISTORTION: less than .05% at 1 volt, (Typ.
01% at 1 volt)
·
IM DISTORTION: less than .05% at 1 volt, (Typ .. 01%at1 volt)
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE - Hi-level inputs: 100 dB below full output
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE - Phono inputs; 84dB below a 10mv input
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE - Equalizer section; 90dB below a 1 volt
input

EQUALIZER LEVEL: Zero-gain controls for left and rig.ht
channels, continuously variable, for unity-gain compensation
from - 12dB to + 6dB.
EQUALIZER RANGE: 12dB boost and 12dB cut, each octave
centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3840, 7680 and
15,360Hz.
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G-10 glass epoxy
DIMENSIONS: Walnut-grained case 7V4' high x 20" wide x
11'14' deep.
Genuine oiled-walnut cabinet available ,
$49.00 extra.
Front panel size 5 V4' x 18"

Reviewer's Comments:
"The PE2217 is a notably excellent performer. It is the type of equipment one
quality. "
"The PE2217 is the finest preamp -

control .-

"The PE2217 is one heck of a preamp -

w~uld

use for a hi-Ii system of the highest

center value now on the market."

it does everything perfectly."

"More flexibility, more controls, better overall performance than any preamp I have ever tested."

"Outstanding performance and features. An ideal control center noteworthy for tape duplication,

preamplifier for the hobbyist and purist. Particularly

The SOUNDC_RAFTSMEN 20-12. $299.50
Description: A solid-state stereo graphic equalizer with controls spaced one octave apart. covering the frequency range
from 20 to 20,480 Hz. Unit connects to an amplifier's tape input/ output jacks and processes all signals passing through the
amplifier. Additional jacks on the equalizer permits normal tape monitoring. Switches are provided for power , equalizer
on/off and tape monitor. Each of the 20 equalizer controls (10 per channel) are the graphic (linear) type. providing approximately± 13 dB equalization at the center frequency.

REVIEWERS' COMMENTS: .
" ... In other words, it is the most nearly-perfect audio device we have ever
tested ... we are confident that you'll never regrets.pending the money for
it. And we have never said that of any product. Buy it, you'll like it" - J.
Gordon Holt, in STEREOPHILE.
"In user-type tests the unit did what must be termed a spectacular job at
improving the deep bass performance from bookshelf-type sp~aker
systems. . .. A worthy addition-to any hi-fi system, regardless of price or
quality." - test report, HI-Fl STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE

SUPERB SEPARATES (at sensible pric.es)

----..' ·" - I

by I

-"..

The SAE Mark XXX Preamp: $250
The SAE Mark stereo preamplifier is a non-nonsense high performance unit in spite of its low price. The incorporates the
same innovative circuitry, careful construction and quality parts as the other SAE preamps. The simple appearance and
complete control panel are a designer's triumph.

Th.e SAE Mark XXXIB Power amp. $275
(Identical In appearance to the XXXI at right)
The SAE Mark XXXIB power amplifier produces 50 watts per channel RMS continuous power into 8 ohms. One reviewer
had this to say:
.
" ... The Mk. XXXIB is rated - very conservatively, it turns out - at 50 watts per channel and 0.1 % THD.
: .All the (distortion) curves are not only well below SA E's 0.1% rating but also are so low that they· meet almost precisely its rating for the
Mk.XXX preamp: 'less than 0.03%, 20 Hz to 20k Hz; typical performance 0.015%.' The most startling thing about these
curves, however, is their uniformity at all power levels ....The curves confirm that the amp i's capabie oi deiivering about 70
watts at 0.1 % THD at all audio frequencies ... This, then, is one of those amps that simply seem to "disappear" with normal
program material and give an ultra-clean, unfettered account of even the finest signal sources." - High Fidelity, May 1974

Both Units Ca"y 5-year Parts & Labor Warranties.

Feature ~ loaded cassette and open-reel
decks for everyone from beginner- on a
from
budget to cost.:.no-object pros

Sony Model NR-115 Dolby* Noise Reduction Adaptor
Add the NR-115 to your tape recorder for crisp, clean noise-free
record and/or playback . Record your own monaural, stereo or
quadraphonic (two needed) tapes with Dolby process. Or, you can
play back stereo or quad tapes r;ireviously recorded with · Dolby
processing and achi~ve full fiddity, noise-free playback. Designed for
any two- or three-head reel-to-reel, cassette or eight-track cartridge
tape recorder, the NR-115 Dolby Noise Reduction System offers a host
of features, including:

FEATURES:
• Line-input Facility
•Built-in 400 Hz Oscillator for input/output balancing
• Record/Playback Mode Switch
• Two Playback Semi-fixed Controls
•Two Input Level Controls

· STEREOCRAFT Price $1-19.95

CASSETTE DECKS:

REEL DECKS:
Sony Model TC"".353D Economy ThreeH,ead Stereo Tape Deck_

Sony Model TC-121A Economy· Stereo
Tape Deck

The exiting TC-353D's three-head design lets the user check the quality of the recording while the recording is in progress!

Add the pop-in, pop-out convenience of a cassette deck to your
stereo system . The TC-121 A offers traditional Sony quality at an
economical price.

FEATURES:
•Three Heads for Tape/Source Monitoring and Wide Frequency
Response
•Built-In Reel Locks
• Microphone/Line Mixing
•. Sound-on-Sound Capability
• Pause Control With Lock
• Three Speeds

FEATURES:
•Built-In Peak Limiter for distortion-free recording
• Automatic Shut-Off
• Locking Fast Forward and Rewind Buttons
•Tape Select Switch for chromium dioxide cassettes
• Microphone and Auxiliary Inputs
• Walnut Base

STEREOCRAFT Price $129.95

STEREOCRAFT Price $319.95
Sony Model TC-377 Deluxe
Three-Head Stereo Tape Deck
with Automatic Total-Mechanism
Shut-Off (TMS)

Sony Model TC-129 Stereo... Cassette
Deck
An excellent choice for today's advanced stereo enthusiast, the TC129 is Sony's medium-priced stereo casset!e deck.

FEATURES:
• Ferrite and Ferrite (F & F) Head
•Tape Select Switch for chromium dioxide cassettes
• Three-Digit Tape Counter
• Pause Control with Lock
• Microphone and - Auxiliary Inputs
. Built-In Dust -Cover
• Automatic Shut-off

STEREOCRAFT PRICE $149.95

For the recordist who wants the slanted control panel look of a
professional recording studio in his home or office, the TC-377 offers a
host of extra performance and convenience features .

FEATURES:
• TMS (automatic Total-Mechanism Shut-Off)
• Microphone Attenuator Switch _
'
• Long-Wearing Ferrite and Ferrite Heads for Ultra-High Performance
•Variable Line Output
·
• Ultra-High Frequency Bias
• Pause Control with Lock
•Three-Heads for Tape/Source Monitoring and wider Frequency
Response
•Servo-Controlled Tape Tension
•Sound-on-Sound Capability
• Record Equalization Selector Switch allows optimum performance
with either standard tape or low-noise, high-output tape

STEREOCRAFT Price $399.95
Sony Model TC-458 Automatic Reverse
Stereo Tape Deck_

Sony Model TC-131SD Economy Stereo
Cassette Deck

with Ferrite and ·Ferrite
Roto Bi-Lateral Heads

with Dolby* Noise Reduction System; Ferrite anq Ferrite Head, and
Automatic Total Mechanism Shut-Off (TMS)

/

Small on dollars, big on Dolby* . . that's the story_ of the TC-13_1~Q._A_
budget-saver, there's nonetheless many features usually found only
on higher-priced units ... like Dolby Noise Reduction System, for virtually eliminating tape hiss during playback; ferrite and ferrite head;
built-in peak limiter, for distortion-free recording; straight-line record
level controls, illuminated VU meters; automatic Total-Mechanism
Shut-Off (TMS).

The TC-458 lets you play your favorite music for as long. as you like
because the reels automatically reverse at end-of-tape. And for added
versatility, the TC-458 can record directly from an
source and
play back the recorded material through a decoder 4-channel system.

so·

FEATURES:
•One-Way/Reverse/Endless Repeat
• Bi-Directional Record
• Ferrite and Ferrite Heads
• TMS (Total Mechanism Shut-Off).
•Three-Position Microphone Attenuator
. Closed-Loop Dual Capstan Tape Drive
• Record Equalization Selector Switch
• Servocontrol Motor
• Pause Control w/Lock

FEATURES:
,; Locking Fast-Forward and Rewind
. Microphone, Headphone Inputs
• Pause Control, with Lock
•Tape Select Switch for chromium dioxide cassettes

STEREOCRAFT Price $239.95
Sony Model TC-177SD
Advanced Three Head
Stereo Cassette Deck

STEREOCRAFT Price $499.95 ·
Sony Model TC-580
Professional-Quality AutomaticReverse Stereo Tape Deck

with Dolby* Noise Reduction System,
Ferrite and Ferrite Heads, and
Automatic Total Mechanism Shut-off (TMS)
Sony's finest cassette deck, the TC-177SD is unprecedented in
cassette sound reproduction. Along with the Dual Process Dolby
Noise Reduction Sys\em and TMS, the TC-177SD features Three
Ferrite Heads to assure the best quality recordings every time. The
TC-177SD also features a Three-Position Tape Select and Bias
Equalization Selector Switch for optimizing the recording
characteristics of Standard, Chromium Dioxide, and new Sony FerriChrome cassettes. Closed-Loop Dual Capstan Tape Drive System and ·
stable. Solenoid-Assisted Transports ensure maximum tape tension
and tape-to-head contact for exceptionally low wow and flutter and
modulation noise.

·FEATURES:
•Line Output Volume Control
•Tape/Source Monitoring
• Record Interlock
• Mic/Line Mixing ·
• FET and IC Pre-Amp
• Peak Limiter
• Pause Control w/Lock
• Peak Level Indicator
•Non-Magnetizing Record Head
• Upiphase Recording
• Mechanical Memory Capability
•Built-In 400Hz Oscillator and 19kHz Multiplex Filter Switch

STEREOCRAF_T Price $699.95

FROM

*TM CBS, Inc.

Switch
Systems
• Built-In Reel Locks
•Tape/Source Monitoring
• Mic/Line Mixinq

suPERscoPE@I

with Electro Bi-Lateral Heads
If you demand the finest in auto-reverse stereo tape deck performance, this sophisticated three-motor recorder is the state-of-the-art!

FEATURES:
· • TMS (automatic Totpl Mechanism Shut-Off)
· •Center Capstan Tape Drive
•Six Head Function
• Electro Bi-Lateral Heads
•Three-Motors
• Record Equalization Selector Switch allows optimum performance
with either Standard tape or low-noise, high-output tape
• Servo-Control Capstan Motor
•Three-Head Operation in each direction for Tape/Source Monitoring
and Wider Frequency Response
• Ultra-High Frequency Bias
• Microphone/Line Mixing

STEREOCRAFT Price $599.95

SO.NY@

our lowe·st Dolby~ deck.

CD-302 STER.EO CASSETTE DECK

STE.REOCRAFT
Price

with Dolby* Noise Reduction System

With Dolby, tape hiss and unwanted background noise are virtually
eliminated from recordings made on the Superscope CD-302. At the flip of a
switch, it can also be used in the external moee to deprocess Dolbyized
material from FM stereo tuner, or another stereo tape recorder. The result?
Clear, crips, .natural sound - "like new" performance each time you listen.
Other features:
limiter switch, to assure
distortion-free recording, even
at highest sound levels;
tape select switch
for use with new
chromium dioxide
cassettes.

, List $189.95 STEREOCRAFT price _$169.95

Enhance your driving pleasure with the superb sound of
the new SONY TC-10. Special features like Single-Action
• Cassette Loading and AuJomatic Cassette Eject allow effortless, distractior:i-free operation for safe driving. Full of
famous SONY quality and dependability, the TC-10
delivers a powerful 12 Watts RMS (6 per channel).

s1199s

Also Available:

SONY MODEL TC-30 DELUXE
CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
with Automatic Reverse
Tired of stop-and-go stereo? The Sony TC-30 adds the enjoyment of continuous, non-stop stereo p~ayback to your driving.
Thanks to Automatic-Reverse, you don't have to flip over a cassette to hear what's on the other side. Many more d_eluxe
Sony features, plus 12 Watts of RMS power (6 per channel), provide exceptional convenience and performance.

STEREOCRAFT- Price

$16995

Sony Model TC_-25F Car Stereo-Cassette ~lay.er/FM
Stereo Radio
·
Featuring a DX-Local Selector Switch, the TC25F gives yo"u optimum reception of distant or local statibns. The radio section
also features an Illuminated Rotary Dial for ease in tuning. And the cassette section includes unique Single-Action Slot
Cassette Loading for simple cassette loading and unloading. The TC-25F is also light weight and co.rnpact enough to mount·
1t almost.anywhere.
•Tone and Volume Controis
FEATURES:
•External Antenna Adaptor Cord
• Mono/Stereo Selector Switch
• Locking Fast-Forw~rd and Rewind buttons
Fast forward; fast rewind, 12 watts RMS, FM radio.

$169.95

TANDBERG

"The Norwegian Products
with a
World-Wide Reputation"

THE TANDBERG WARRANTY:

PERFORMANCE: Every Tandberg product is guaranteed to
perform according to all specifications upon delivery.
QUALITY: Two year warranty against defects in materials
and workmanship.

The TANDBERG 9200 XO
(Dobly* version of 9100X)
A worthy successor to the Tandberg 9000X, the new
91 OOX open-reel machine retains all of the characteristics
which made the 9000X such a favorite: superb recording,
even at 3% and 17/s i.p.s.: professional peak-reading VU
meters; advanced transport system with 15 integrated circuits, allowing the user to switch from any mode to any
other (except "record"). The transport is driven by a 3motor system with the capstan motor being a hysteresissynchronous type.
.
The typically excellent recording capabilities are due in
no small part to Tandberg's separate "Cross-Field" head
which applies the bias to the tape. Indeed, performance at
3% i.p.s. is better than most machines achieve at 7112 i.p.s.
Consider this: the difference in price between the 9100X
used at 3% i.p.s. and a typical $500 machine operated at

71h i.p.s. will be recovered after making only 50
tapes!

The 9100X is priced
at $799.50 -

TANDBERG TCD 310

The TANDBERG 3300X:

This deck is in the Tandberg tradition, with better recording
capabilities than you get in most decks at twice the price.
Indeed, its recording performance is virtually identical to
the 9100X, described at left. The principla difference is in
the transport mechanisms; the 3300X uses the familiar
'joystick' to mechanically switch from one function to
another.
Recording at 3% i.p.s. rather than at the 7112 i.p.s.
necessary on most other comparably priced machines, the
3300X will pay for itself in just 160 rolls of tape; and that's
something to think about!

The price - just $499.90

The Tandberg TCD 310 is an updated version of the nowfamous Model 300. Standard features include electronic
push-button controls, linear motion input level potentiometers, electronic endstop, built-in microphone
preamps, automatic tape counter with push ·button reset,
and constant wind and rewind tape speed . All that, plus a
set of specs any reel deck would be proud of: Three
motors, including one hysteresis synchronous drive motor
and two DC reel motors that can wind or rewind a C-60
cassette in 40 seconds. Dual capstans for precise tape
handling and wow and flutter reading of less than 0.15%
RMS. Dual peak-reading record level meters that also show
play-back level. Built-in Dolby* system and a Cr02 tape
switch, allowing an incredible 65 db signal to noise ratio!
Difficult to believe? Wait until you hear the sound of the
TCD 310, and feel the precision of its controls. Then you'll
know what we mean when we say that the Tandberg TCD'
310 is a cassette recorder built to stand comparison with

the finest reel-to-reel machines. All for just

$499.00

ALSO AVAILABLE:

ALSO AVAILABLE: THE TANDBERG
9200XD (the 91 OOX with Dolby*).
$949.50.

THE TANDBERG X3600XD
(3300X with Dolby*).
$599.50

* TM Dolby Labs, Inc.

STEREOCRAFT Highly Recommends

Maxell tape, for all ·the right reasons.
Maxell is demonstrably superior to
all other tape, both mechanically and
in recording performance. The Maxell
cassettes are so phenomenally reliable that wf./ve had only 9 returns in
over 8,000 se>ld! College audiovisual
The answer to all your tape needs. centers, with their high-speed duplicating equipment and need for precise length of tapes, are sending
unsolicited praise to the Maxell company.
These details of cassette construction put Maxelt way ahead: a
pressure pad that's clamped i.n place by a metal frame, not iust glued;
a leader tape that's marked exadly 5 seconds ahead of the act.u al ·recording tape, for precision in starting tape and record together; the
leader tape is also a non-abrasive head cleaner. Also, the new Maxell
UDC-46 cassette is exactly twenty-three minutes per side, which very
conveniently happens · to be the approximate playing time of your
average long-playing record.
'
.
These features and performance ~re reason enough .to buy Maxell.
At these prices, it's irresistable!

LOW NOISE CASSETTES
C-60
C-90
C-120
ULTRA - DYNAMIC CASSETTES
UDC-46
UDC-60
UDC-90
UDC-120

List Price
2.29
3.50
4.70

3.05
3.50
4.99
6.BO
List

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
LNE 35~7 (1BOO' low noise)
LNE 25-7 (2400' low noise)
UD 35-7 (1800' low noise, high output)
B-TRACK TAPE
BT - 200 (40 minutes)
BT - 300 (60 minutes)
BT - 400 (BO minutes)

Stereocraft Prices
1-11
12 or more
1.83
1.65
2.BO
2.52
3.75
3.37

2.45
2.79
3.99
5.45
1-9

2.19
2.51
3.59
4.B9
10 or More

. B.25
11:70
B.70

6.60
9.35
6.95

5.94
B.39
6.19

2.B5

2.28
2.60
2.76

2.05
2.29
2.45

~.25

3.45

'ol" BUY IT FIRST
l:.V~ - ~ IT'SBUILTTOLAST.
R~
The REVOX A77 tape recorder is one of that very elit~ group of d~vices ~st~e~ed the ~orld o~er for
sheer perfection of form and function. The warranty cited above 1s one ind1cat1on. Reviewers comments are another:
"In terms of performance, this is unquestionably the best tape recorder we have ever tested, and we've
tested some of the top professional machines. . .. For sheer fiedlity of recording, we doubt that it is
beatable at the present state of the art." - Spring- '71 issue, THE STEREOPHILE.

The REVOX A 77
Standard $959
with Dolby* $1172
* TM Dolby Labs, Inc.

"It is one of the handsomest, as well as best-performing, tape recorders we have seen. We have never
seen a recorder that could match the performance of the Revox A77 in all respects, and very few that
even come close. It sounds as good as it tests, which speaks for itself." - Julian Hirsch, in STEREO.
REVIEW

Close-Out And Demo Specials!
Many one-of-a-kind, so move fast!

ITEM

.

LIST

JBL 88
Plus speakers ..................$240.00
INFINITY 1001
speakers .....................$139.00
INFINITY POS-1
speakers ......................$ 98.00
TEAC 210
cassette deck ..................$189.95
TEAC 220
cassette deck .................. $239.95
SHERWOOD S71 DOA
receiver (36 watts RMS) ...... '... $239.95

SALE

s17500
s .9900
s 5900
s1299s
s1499s
s1599s

i------------------------------------I1 Name • • . • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • Date ••••••.••..•••••••••••••

,,

I Street •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l City •.••••••.•.••.•••. State •••••.•.•.•• ZIP
l Present Stereo Equipment (optional)

.••......

·--~--

TO RECEIVE NEW CATALOGS,
. RETURN ABOVE LABEL TO:
STEREOCRAFT, P.O. BOX 518, ELLENSBERG, WA 98926

QUALITY 4-CHANNEL ••.
and the price is right!

SHERWOOD 7050
receiver ...................... $179.95
SANYO 1400
40-watt amp ................... $169.95

·s

SONY.

3) Plug in the Garrard 42-M turntable
with Pickering V15/ ATE4 elliptical
cartridge ...

SS-7100
ULM SPEAKER SYSTEM

KENWOOD KSQ 400
decoder-amplifier.
(20 watts RMS) .. $159.95
I

1)Take four superb SONY ss-7100 oiled walnut speakers...

~---~ONV- - ~i~~
- ~--

1

--~

and you're in business total retail price
$761;

STEREOCRAFT
PRICE $499

F==--~

~c

L~--,~-/

THORENS TD125AB Mk II
demo, w/SHURE M91 ED

.$465.95

PIONEER TP877
8-track car deck ................ $94.95
SONY SQR 6650 2 channel/ 4 channel
receiver, 50 watts RMS in stereo
20-20,000 Hz.................. $329.50

s3249s
s599s

ALTEC EQ5
equalized speaker system ......... $499.95

s249so
s499s
s299s
s3799s

SANYO 1600 decoder-amplifier -20 watts
RMS (The amp section alone is
worth it!)......................$129.95

s799s

ULTRALINEAR 100
3-way speakers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.95
ULTRALINEAR 300
2-way speakers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$69.95

6

SONy;;.,

(9 PICKERING j

SOR-6650
2) Hitch them to the SONY SQR-6650 4channel (or stereo) AM-FM receiver
with 50 watts RMS and built-in SQ
matrix...

No need to settle for inferior sound when you wish to listen without disturbing others.
These stereophones deliver thrilling, soaring highs and deep, natural bass, and are
comfortable enough for extended listening.
-

·~~ass

TERECPHONES

KOSS PR04AA PROFESSIONAL

STEREO PHONES
These micro-weight (9 oz. less cord) phones with soft, accoustical sponge earpads are among the most comfortable
we've ever experienced. New driver elements greatly extend
the frequency range. 1O foot coiled cord. List $44.95

Beyond a doubt the most outstanding conventional (nonelectrostatic) phones, the Pro-4AA has been lauded by
reviewers and is a consistent favorite of people who are
serious about music listening. They boast fatigue-free
response to 2 octaves beyond ordinary dynamic phones, new
driver elements for full-range, uncolored stereo sound, soft
cushioned headband and fluid-filled ear cushions. List
STEREOCRAFT Price $65.00

$34.95

$4 .95

STEREOPHONES

~

s4.so

SONY@

HEADPHONES THAT WILL PLEASE YOUR EARS .
· (AND PROTECT YOUR NEIGHBORS'!)

KOSS HV-1 HIGH VELOCITY

The Watts Disc Preener - least expensive effective record
cleaner in existence. No cloth or spray does an adequate job.
The Disc Preener actually cleans the grooves with millions of
tiny, precisely engineered bristles. Antistatic chemical breaks
static charge for easy dust pickup.

"for those who can hear the difference"

SEl\ll\IHEIS

The Watts Record Maintenance Kit contains all items necessary for total record and
stylus care. It includes the famed Disc Preener, a Dust Bug which tracks your record
during play and keeps it clean, a Stylus Cleaner and a vial of antistatic fluid. Separate
prices total $13: the kit usually {:JOes for $14.50. STEREOCRAFT Price

s129s
The Discwasher - most effective cleaner we know qf
for really gunkey or merely dusty discs. Fluid cuts
through fingerprints, mayonnaise,' pizza, etc. and
one-way bristles remove every vestige of dust. Fluid
stores in walnut handle.

Critics have called the SENNHEISER Hd 414 the
world's best headphones, praising its wide
response, unusual smoothness, and superior transient abilities. No less important is its exceptional
comfort, dut to the open-air design that eliminates
un~omfortable ear seals and keeps the unit's weight
to iust 5 ounces.

List $45.95.
STEREOCRAFT Price
$35.95.

The primary differenc~ 'between the Sennheiser HD
414 (left) and the HD 424 (above is response. Linear
though the 414 is, the 424 boasts even greater accuracy - particularly at low bass and high treble
frequencies. Heard on the HD 424, low organ notes
assume an additional fundamental richness without
sacrificing the "tightness" of good transient
response. Violins and other high-overtone instruments retain the additional "transparency" their
overtones produce. And the HD 424 is even more
comfortable than the HD 414, if you can believe it!

·s
STEREOCRAFT Price
$59.50

Settlement expected soon
in Gillam~- vs'. CWSC case
by _R ik Dalvit

A settlement is expected soon
in
Dr.
Cornelius
Gillam's
$800,000 lawsuit against the
college, according to a source
to the case.

man, the Trustees met in Bellevue because, "the meeting was
.called on such short notice it wa~
the only way we could get a
quorum, three of the Board
members live on that side of the
mountains."
Gillam, a Professor of Econo- ..

FREE RETAIL CATALOG
'Pipes, waterpipes, bongs,
ciga\ ret"te papers, rolling
machiiies, superstones,
underground comix etc.:
Gabriella's Goodies, Box
4~4, Holl, wood, CA. 90028

WOOLS·
SALE
Reg.

$4. 99 - $6. 99 yd.

sa. 99 - s 10. 99 yd.

Ideal for coats & shirt jackets

GOLDEN NEEDLE
411 E. 3rd

It's still going on
our

ANNIVERSARY SALE
There are great savings for everyone 1n your
family; fall cordinante groups for Jrs., a good
n;<Th;><· suit was the subject of
closed executive ·session discussion by the Board of Trustees iii a
special meeting called for that
purpose and held last W edne~day in Bellevue.
Gillam, his attorney and an
. attorney representing the college were present at the executive session discussion.
According to a college spokes-

mies aiid Business Administration, filed suit over a year ago
contending that the college was
not upholding what he understood to be their legal contractual agreement with him.
Gillam, now at the University
of Alberta, is working on independent research and is expected
back in Ellensburg in approximately two weeks.

buy qn misses pants, super saving on men~s
dress and casual slacks.

Hurry in for our

once a year anniversary sale.

New administrators
get Trustees' 0 K
Appointment of new business
manager and a new director of
staff personnel was approved by
the Board of Trustees during the
·special meeting, Wednesday, October 30, in Bellevue.
Named as business manager
was Frederick William Allison,
38, currently the auxiliary enterprises manager at San Jose State
University, California.
The new director of staff
personnel will be Dr. Wadell D.
Snyder, 45, presently director of
Community Education services
for the Lane Council of Governments in Eugene, Ore.
Allison fills a vacancy created
by the resignation of Ja.mes
Riffey last March. Snyder replaces Robert Howser, who left
Cental last June.
The Trustees also accepted the
pending resignation of Stanford
.Bohne, Vice President for Business Affairs. Bohne will leave

BOHNE

Ventral January 1 to assume a
post as Vice Chancellor at the
University of Tennessee.
Board Chairman
Herbert
Frank of Yakima, and President
Jam es Brooks praised Bohne for
his performance during his five
and one-half years at Central.
The new business manager, a
graduate of Eastern Kentucky
University, did graduate study
at San Jose State University and
UCLA. Allison -has occupied
several business positions with
the California higher education
system.
Snyder, a graduate of Kent
State University, received a
Ph.D. in educational administration from the Unviersity of
Oreszon. He was director of the
Tori°'gue Point Women's Job
Corps Center in Astoria, Ore.,
before joining the c6uncil of
Government in Eugene.
Allison and synder joined the
Central staff Monday.

ALLISON

5th & Ruby

OPINION
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Stars and Stripes
by Rik Dalvit
There's a current controversy as to whether the National Anthem
should be played before sporting events.
That's one of the troubles with this country today-it's shameful
that there should even be a controversy. Of course the National
Anthefi:! should be played before sporting events.
As the Anthem is played everyone standing should feel
wrenching shivers of patriotism-and see apple pies, cokes,
Chevrolets and Grandmas' house at Thanksgiving dancing against
the skyline.
·
While the Anthem is played ushers should scour the faces in the
crowd searching for flickering eyeball!;;, to detect a man or woman
with soul so dead who is not saying-this is my own, my native land.
But to please conservatives who say the National Anthem is big
governments' fight song, sporting events played by teams from
state institutions (Walla Walla, Central, etc.) should also feature the
state anthem.
,
It would make for stirring ceremony if, after the Stars and Stripes
were run up the pole, our state flag, the Green and George was
hoisted up to join it to the strains of our state song-Washington My
Home.
Tha.t 's one of the troubles with Washington today-nobody knows
Washington My Hoi~1e.

Promo and Profit
by David Schell
Monies for activities, organizations and departments at Central
are not plentiful. Central fa being run on the thinnest budget
possible.
With this in mind it does not seem feasible for the Entertainment
Commission to pay a local tavern to provide a band to play in_ the
SUB every Wednesday afternoon. It is not a question of whether or
not the students deserve sorrie type of entertainment; of course they
do. Most students feel they don't get enough entertainment, and
rightfully so. The money that Joint Student Fees allocates to
different organizations on campus, including the Ent. Com., comes
·partly from the tuition that students pay quarterly.
The point is, why should the Ent. Com. pay a local tavern money
to promote its band and the tavern's name? The fact that the band is
opening the same night, Wednesday, is no coincidence. This is
advertising and good business, if you can get It. Because it is good
business, it's probable that the tavern would have the band play
without charge to the Ent. Com. and include the fee in the band's
contract.
The argument that the bands should be paid by Ent. Com.
because it is providing a service to the students doesn't hold water.
Any organization or private enterprise that wishes to have space in
the SUB for displaying their wares, or whatever, is required to rent
the space for ten dollars a day. Couldn't it be argued that a person
selling jewelry or hawking art prints is doing a service to the
students by providing them a chance to buy what they want? It
doesn't seem consistent.
Sources within the ASC and Ent:. Com. have expr,e ssed the view
that next quarter bands playing in the SUB during the day and for
obvious promotional reasons will not be funded by Ent. Com. or any
organization on this campus. That seems logical. But what about this
quarter? Because Ent. Com. voted at the beginning of this quarter
to pay the bands for fall quartoc, it seems we will be stuck with what
seems to be an unnecessary expense.

Applications
are now being
accepted for

Teach it or leave it·
by Tom Shapley
An article that appeared in last week's Crier, entitled "AFT
decrys wage disparity", contained some amazing figures. Any one
who has attended Central for any period of time and has put up with
cancelled class periods, mandatory attendance requirements,
undisclosed fees, arbitrary grading curves, and sleep inducing
lectures in their hundredth repetition had to be amazed to learn that
the average professor at this institution earns over $14,500 per
year.
This figure was compared with higher salaries at community
colleges in the state, and was given as an argl,J.ment against the
suggestion that Central be named a u:t}iversity. Professors spoofed
the university idea, indicating that such a name change would be an
"ironic step". One is inclined to see elements of irony in the fact that
the Central faculty, on the average, is payed less than those of
community colleges.
The irony comes in the fact that "Some prof~ with degrees from
prestigious eastern universities ridiculed the idea (of Central being
nam~d a University) saying that in their estimation Central falls
short of being a college, much less a university." One is inclined to
agree. But it can be argued that the quality of instruction in the
classroom is what makes an institution of higher learning what it is.
And now the faculty "house of Un-commons wants to take a vote
of confidence upon President Brooks' leadership. Can we look
forward to long months of Faculty Senate Committee investigations, disclosures of secret deals and enemy lists, and finally . the
collapse of the Presidency at the hands of a hounding press?
The melodramatics of the whole affair are hard to understand.
What would be unders,tandable is a student body, fed up with the
profs' emphasis on extra-classroom affairs, calling for its own vote of
confidence; on you-know-who.
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Crier Comedy

LETTERS

Dear Sir;

· The CRIER welcomes letters articles have all been excellent
from ·its readers for its letters' and this lat~st is no exception.
column. Letters should be brief~ Brian Pugnetti's photographs
(250 words maximum length) and' accompanying BiH's article added
typed if possilile. For pub~ca- much to the total work.
The second article I wish to
, tion, they must be signed and·
bear the writer's address. We comment on is the one written by
will withhold names, using ini- · "Mahatma Fern Blodgett". This
tials only~· upon legitimate r.&- article was, I assume, intended to
quest (no pseudonyms). We re- be a humorous trip down memory lane with emphasis on the
serv~. the ·right to edit. Letters
can be mailed or hand delivered personalities of the faculty for
to . the CRIER office, SUB 218.. whom many of Central's buildings have beeen named. In one
word, the humor was "lousy".
This obviously tasteless article
maligns the reputations of these
distinguished servants of the
To the Editor;
college.
I believe the author owes the
I fail to see the sense in the
pure destruction of property by individuals and/or their families
drunken adolescents. We at this a personal letter of apology.
college are supposed to be adults,
and as adults we should be Sincerely yours,
starting to realize that we have
certain' responsibilities towards John Harrison
the rights of others.
Editor's Note
In the past month I have
witnessed, in one half of one floor
In last week's issue, the Crier
of Beck Hall, the destruction of
·printed
two letters critical of the
1-the deodorizer box in the can,
2-the theft of all the lounge articles entitled, "How Campus
furniture, four pool balls and a Buildings Were Named". The
shower curtain, 3-the prying two people signed their names.
open and ruining of a candy · What they failed to mention
machine and 4-two successive were their titles. Jam es P.
foosball machines come and go Leghorn is the Veteran's Adminbecause the people who play it istration Representative for this
are too cheap to pay a quarter a campus. He is not a full-time
student. Barbara Davis is a'
game.
secretary
for the Continuing
As a student, I reject this
, behavior as normal; as a member Education Office.
of the Judicial Council I cannot
It should be made clear that
promise leniency to an individual
whose sole aim in life appears to the articM, and other items that
be to beat the system, or wreck it appeared on the same page, were
in the process. Take ,heed, you strictly of a humorous content.
who act like children. It will No premeditated effort was
made to dupe the students, or
catch up with you.
others, into believing that either
the history of the buildings or the
Stan Morse
self-defense ad were factual or
legitimate.

Childs play

Yeah and nay
to the editor

I am writing to comment on
two articles I noted in the
October 24, 1974, copy of the
Crier.
The article regarding the
history of. mining in the Roslyn
and Ronald areas was exceptional. ~m ~h.~ting's earlier

Mr. John Harrison is Administrative Assistant to President
Brooks.

"'.~
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RAY & JACKS
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I would like to respond to the
objections expressed by Ms.
Davis and Mr. Leghorn regarding the article "How Campus
Buildings Were Named". I don't
think th~t any of the "disrespectful effort" (to quote Ms. Davis)
of the article was taken seriously
by anyone except the two
objectors. Nor do I feel that the
reputations or contributions of
.the real people named were
tainted in any way. The point of
the article was clearly fun, and
lioth M~. Davis and Mr. Leghorn
seem to have missed it. The
juxtaposing of names and events
was obviously absurd. Indeed, it
is this very absurdity that makes
the article what it is, funny. As to
the trashy nature of the article I
say that most college rags are
jus~ t?at, rags. The reading fare
is often pretty blase and uninteresting. Any effort to alter that is
appreciated.
I would also like to comment
on the rest of page 16, issue 5,
volume 48 of the Crier. The
cartoon advertisements are superbly well done. Any intelligent
observer can see that though ads
like the Hibachi ad may use the
same words, what they mean is
exactly what is contained on
·
page 16.
I shall dispell any doubts about•
my opinion of page 16, issue 5,
volume 48 of the Crier. I found it,
and Dalvit's opinion on page
four, refreshing and funny. As
far as I'm concerned, if you need
· any more fillers, call in Mahatma.
Thank You,
Ss.m Curd

Jennifer iilted
If the name Jennifer Lockwood
doesn't enter into your list of
"Top Ten Most Well-known
People," the members of Kennedy Hall are not surprised. For
those of you who do not know
her, she was our candidate for
homecoming queen. The situation by which she was eliminated
from the ballot might justify heranonymity.
She was entered (as our
can~idate) by John Presson,
Kennedy Hall President, before
the published deadline. We were

That's right - if you are a student
.
living in. a dormitory you can charge
your long dis_tance calls. For no
a·dditional cost you can charge both
outgoing and inc~ming collect calls.
You just give the operator your
Special Billing Number when making
the call or accepting the charges on
o collect calL
·
Visit t~e Ellensburg Telephone Co.
business office today to 9et your
Special Billing Number.

Farm
Fresh

dies, and · he strongly stressed
quality education. However, he
came to see that it is based on the
sound found~tion of the Holy
Scriptures. Therefore he wrote:
"Let every one know, therefore,
that it is his duty, on peril of
losing the divine favor, to bring
up his children above all things in
the fear and knowledge of God,
and if they are talented, have
them learn and study something,.
that they may be employed for
whatever need there is (to have
them instructed and trained in a
liberal education, that men may
be able to have their aid in
government and in whatever is
necessary)."
The· Reformation history and
"What Luther Says" are already
part of the College Library. The
essentials in Chrisianity or basic
Christian truths which he contended for through his music and
catechisms will soon be added.
These will be put on tapes by the
kind cooperation of the music
department and the audio-visual
aid department. For this I am
most thankful also.
Those requesting this information personally or sooner may
obtain it by calling or writing.
Since much of this has been lost
in translation and interpretation,
it is available now, not only Jn the
original German but ~in the
original English.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Roland 0. Wittrock
Librarian and Student
Burk Bilenqual Library
1503 Radio Road
Ellensburg
962-9693

Sincerely,
Kennedy Hall
John Presson
Dorm President

No additional cost for this
telephone convenience ·

Charge your long
distanc;e telephone calls.

not informed of any rules regardding qualifications until Kathy
Keener, who was in charge of
Homecoming, and who coincidently was also running for
homecoming queen, called ·Kennedy Hall, saying tnat Jennifer
was ineligible. Jennifer is a dues
paying member of Kennedy Hall
and attends Central. She is one of
the three female residents registered at the Housing Office of
~nnedy Hal!._ She is the dorm
manager's four-year-old daughter.
She had her picture taken as a
reandidate, but for some reason
Jennifer's did not appear with
the other Homecoming hopefuls
pictures on the wall at the voting
center, in the SUB. So, when we
found out, we made our own
picture and sign which was put
up at 2 p.m. Wednesday. On the
second day of voting, which Miss
Keener almost eliminated without a word to anybody, our
picture was gone. It was found a
couple days later stuck up on a
shelf in the ASC office.
To top it off, it was our
understanding that Jennifer
placed 3rd in the voting, but was
not recogniZed Thursday night.
It occurs to the men of
Kennedy Hall that a candidate in
a contest such as this Keener
should not have the power to
disqualify competition, control
publicity in around the polling
place, or be associated with
balloting in any way.
It would be ridiculous to
demand a recount on such an
is&ue but we feel justified in
making demands that future
homecoming events not be run in
such a biased manner.

Luther's Truths
Dear Editor,
I am grateful to the College
Library for their display of
"Luther and the Truths He
Contended For in the Reformation". This week marks the birth
of Martin Luther. Like so many
students, he was devoted to the
Renaissanse image of the "Vomo" universale, the ideal human
knowledge.
He received his education at
the University of Erfurt, a
famous center of classical stu-

MILK

Comedy Ok'd
Dear Ed,
I could not believe the unfavorable response to the article "How
Campus
Buildings
Were.
Named".
It's a shame that there aren't
more articles like this that show
imagination, wit and a sense of
humor. They are a pleasant
change from the much less
needed, dry, listless articles that
usually predominate the Crier.
I highly recommend to those
who don't enjpy articles such as
these to try reading an encyclopedia or get back to their
'tasteful' textbooks.
~ame

withheld by request

In Glass
Bottles

per· V2 gal Ion
It's iust possible our milk is the freshest
bottled milk sold anywhere in the worldlf!

WINEGAR DAIRY
Open "Everyday" 4p.m. to 7 p.m.

Food coupons a~cepted
419 W. 15th Ave.

a. blocks

west.of Nicholson pavilion
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a trap door to the past
Merrick the Mole thought that
he had discovered a pair of
antique salad tongs.
When it was explained to
Merrick, 13, that they were
actually an antique pair of
doctor's forceps, he merely
shrugged and kept digging for
more treasures.
"We call him the Mole because he likes to dig around down
there so much," his. mother,
Beverly, Okamoto says.
"Down there," is under the
floor of Nicholson Drugs, which
Merrick's father, Bernie . Okamoto has owned since last June.
Nicholson Drugs is a store
with a trap door to the past. The
present pharmacy is built directly over the remains of a
pharmacy that burned down, the
Okamotos say, "around the 4th of
July in 1888, or 1889."
Merrick has been "the Mole,"
since the Okamotos took over the
store and discovered the trap
door in the back room.
Apparently when the old pharmacy burned, a lot of i~s
inventory did not. Down there, in
the long cold ashes and dust
that's gathered, things have been
waiting for Merrick to bring
them up. Now they are Antiques.
Many of Merricks' finds are
now on display in the store's
front window, including the
forceps he mistook for salad
tongs, a prescription book that
begins in 1889 and a bottle of hair
grower.
Merrick discovered an entire
case of the hair grower, an exotic
elixir called Seven Sutherland.
Sisters Hair Grower. Thy cork-

.stoppered bottles are still filled
with the dark liquid, which the
bottle's label claims will grow
hair and cure dandruff. The
formula for this manna of the
scalp was, the label says, concocted by the "late vice-president
of the Louisiana College of
Pharmacy and Medicine."
The alliterative Seven Sutherland Sisters and the late v.p_.
operated before the truth in
packaging or truth in advertising
laws. The label lists the contents
as "30 percent alcohol and pure ·
·ingredients".
The hair grower sold originally
for a dollar a bottle, but it's
worth far more than that today,
regardless of whether it could
raise a whisker on a billiard ball
or not.
Recently Merrick and a couple
of Central anthropology students
discovered that yet another
floor exists below the one they've
been exploring.
The Mole intends to find out
what's down there, even though
"a couple of people have told us
it's not good to dig up the past,"
Beverly Okamoto said, "They
were never very clear about
what they meant by that. If we
find anything very terrible down
there, and I don't know what it
could possibly be, we just won't
put it on display. Most old-timers
though, have told us they enjoy
seeing the old things."
''.Any students from the college
that want to come down and dig
around are welcome," she said.
"But they should wear old
clothes and bring a flashlight."

• • •
While Merrick has combined
pleasure from his father's business, his father arrived behind
the counter of Nicholson's by
combining some pleasure with
business-and ended up with a
business.
Okamoto and his wife attended
a pharmacist's convention in
Boise last March. On their way
home to Gardena, California,
Bernie decided to stop off at
Ellensburg. He att~nded Central
in 1948 and 1949 before going to
pharmacy school.
With the alma mater visited,
Bernie decided that before he left
town he'd visit an old pharmacy
that he remembered from his
days at Central.
"Pharmacists remember old
pharmacies. I guess it's like a
teacher remembering an old
school," he said.
·
~The pharmacy was still there,
but it had seen better days. The
inventory was down next to
nothing, and its prescription
business had nearly run out, but
the place fascinated Okamoto.
The store fixtures, including
the wooden frame display cases,
had been with the store since it
was rebuilt after the fire. The
backroom was filled with antique .
patent medicines.

Text:

Rick Dalvit

Photos:

Dan Powell

When Okamoto talked to owner and operator Leroy Nicholson
and learned that Nicholson wanted to sell, Okamoto decided then
and there that he would buy.
Nicholson had been at the
store for 50 years; he'd worked
for the previous owner for 15
years before buying him out and
ran the store himself for 35
years.
Okamoto's decision to buy the
store was influenced by the fact
that he had been thinking for
some time of leaving the Los
Angeles area.
He was chief pharmacist of
M~morial Hospital of Gardena
for 19 years and had operated his
own pharmacy for six years.
Two months later, Okamoto
took over Nicholson Drugs. He
set about building up the prescription business, which is now
"on a par with any other
pharmacy in town," he says.
The sign in front of the store
still says Nicholson Drugs; it's
now advertised as the New
Nicholson Drugs, but "We're
going to change the name, but we
haven't come up with one yet,"
said Mrs. Okamoto. "Somehow
Okamoto's
Fast
Pharmacy
doesn't have a ring to it." .
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Eurail Passes
Britrai I Passes

Tropical Fis~

All aquarium &
fish supplies

962-9166

N~ Additional Cost

All Airlines Represented
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President Brooks

AFT Resolution
Professor Duncan McQuarrie, Chairman
Faculty Senate
At a meeting on October 23, 1974, the Central Washington State
College Federation of Teachers, Local 3231 unanimously passed the
following resolution:
Resolved that the CWSC-FT formally request the CWSC Faculty
Senate to organize a vote of confidence relative to Dr. James E.
Brooks' presidency of Central Washington State College.
Requesting a vote of confidence in any college president is a
serious matter and should be undertaken only after events clearly
indicate the need for such a referendum. That time has clearly
arrived. In June, 1968, the Ad-hoc Committee on Faculty Morale
(The Committee of Five) reported to the faculty and the Senate on
problems related to the general categories of cooperation between
administration and instructional staff and on the morale of the
faculty and staff. Six years later some of those problems not only
remain but have intensified and expanded. Other problems have
arisen in the interim; many connected with the leadership of the
institution. Specifically called into question, is President Brooks'
role in the following areas of general faculty concern:
1. The setting of goals, guiding of policies and programs, and
general administration of the College;
2. The revision of the Faculty Code;
3. The institution of last year's reduction-in-force policy;
4. The policy regarding the priority of merit versus longevity for
salary increases;
5. The apparent "quota" policy of promotion and tenure;
6. The deterioration of support for sabbatical leaves;
7. The effectiveness of the President's representation of faculty
interests and concerns to the Board of Trustees and to the state
Legislature;
8. The importance of the instructional function at CWSC,
especially caijed into question by the continued growth of
administration while the number of students and faculty decrease;
9. The by-passing of general faculty of Faculty Senate input into
major academic decisions, such as the creation of a new school.
These concerns and President Brooks' actions relative to them are
important and should be discussed in a faculty forum.
The CWSC-FT believes that President Brooks· ought to know
whether or not the faculty has confidence in his performance in
these areas of faculty concern. We also strongly believe the faculty
of Central, specifically lecturers and faculty holding academic rank
(excluding adjunct faculty), should be given the opportunity to
express their confidence or lack of it in those actions. Hence the
resolution.
We are also requesting that the vote by the Senate relative to the
resolution be conducted by secret ballot and that the vote be
completed prior to December 14, 1974.
Sincerely,
Albert Lewis, President·
Local 3231, AFT
October 30, 1974
cc. President Brooks
Board of Trustees
Campus Crier
Ellensburg Daily Record
Yakima Herald Republic
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The Second Coining in January

TAV

NO

SHORTAGE
HERE!
We Just Received
A Large Shipment
of Blue Levis-

in

World's toughest pants, cut to flt better,
the
saddle or out. Double X denim, stitched to stay,
with copper rivets at all strain points. Pre-Shrunk
or Shrlnk~to-Fit. A new pair free if they rip.

Counseling Center
adds new staffer

Kathleen Morris, Central's
only woman Counseling Psychologist, is new to our campus and
already involved in student concerns. She hopes to get more
involved in identifying the needs
of Central so that she can fulfill
them, especially in the area of
women's concerns. "I encourage
people to come and talk to me
about their concerns. To reach
out and meet the needs of
Central's students is a part of my
job," says Morris.
Setting up rap groups for
women is an interest of Morris'.
'In the sessions they deal with
any concerns the members have;
such as their sexuality, dating
problems and customs, women's
political position, vocational opportunities, an increased understanding of women in society,
and understanding and relating
to women and men. Morris hopes
to begin a rap group winter
quarter for women who are
interested in facilitating small
gro~ps of thier own during
sprmg quarter. Relating and
communication skills will be
offered as well as feminine
co.ncerns-.. She hopes thi~ group
will provide support and friendship for the women involved.

Morris considers herself a
member of the Feminist Movement and feels that both men and
women would benefit from women becoming more complete
human beings. She . sees the
movement as promoting the
development of the individual's
uniqueness by encouraging peopl~ to develop their potential.
Her work experience includes
being on the counseling staff at
the University of Nebraska
where she dealt with women's
concerns and developed a program for emotionally disturbed
youth at the YMCA. She has
participated in women's rap
groups and has helped establish a
women's center. Having completed all the course work for her
doctorate in Counseling Psychology from the University of
Nebraska, she is now working on
the dissertation.
Interested in people and their
interests, Morris would like to
start groups to help in various
~re~s of student living. She
mvites all students on campus to
come in and see her regarding
any concerns they may have. She
stresses the fact ·that the Counseling center. The Center is also
interested in developing pro-

grams that will assist students in
their personal, academic and
vocational development.
Currently she is organizing a
cooperative day care program. In
this program students volunteer
their time on a small group basis
.t o care for the children of other
people in th.eir group, in order to
receive day care privileges for
their own children. Morris feels
women will have more time to
themselves with this program.
Anyone who is interested in
helping or becoming a part of the
program can contact her at the
Counseling and Student Development Center; she welcomes any
ideas.

OLYMPIC
MARITIME .SERVICE
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or
career. Send $3.00 for in·
formation.
SEAFAX*
Dept. U-10 P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
·November 7, 1974..:... Page 8:
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Winemakers counter Chavez campaign
Originally the United Farm workers could be fired without
Worker's grape boycott was a union protection; the abolition of
move to bring about unionization the hiring hall; and weakening
of migrant farm workers. In the the seniority clause.
last year, since most farm
Before the uni-0n had time to
workers are now members of a discuss Gallo's demands, the
union, the boycott has been company advised the press that
expanded to encompass the the Teamsters represented the
Ernest and Julio Gallo Winery of workers. That same night the
Modesto, California. The UFW is y Gallo workers met and voted to
fighting to have all farm workers strike. On July 10, 1973 while the
belong to its union, rather than· workers were picketing the
the powerful Teamsters.
vineyards, Gallo and the Teamt th UFW th sters met and signed their
A
d·
. ccor mg o
e
,
e agreement.
dispute began last year when the
UFW met to re-negotiate the
Since this time charges and
third union contract with the counter charges have been aired
Gallo Winery. The meeting took by both groups. Both Gallo and
place on March 22, 1973. At this the UFW have charged their
meeting the union proposed that opponen~ with violence. T~e
the existing contract be ex- UFW claims that Gallo sent their
tended until such time that an workers into the fields only a few
agreement was reached or nego- hours after applying pes.ticides to
tiations were broken by either the. grape~.. Gallo claims that
side. Although this is a custo- their pesticide controls are far
mary procedure, the company stricter than those that Califorrefused to extend the agreement, nia requires.
but did agree to continue ne'goThe UFW claims that the
tiating in good faith.
Teamsters bullied workers and
The UFW then says that, on tricked others into signing union
April 18, 1973 when the contract authorization cards. Gallo claims
expired, the Gallo company ad- that the Teamsters Uniion was
vised their supervisory person- the choice of the majority of the
nel to keep all UFW staff out of workers.
the company's property. This
One of Gallo's major charges is
order was supposedly carried out that the UFW does not want to
against UFW representatives, be under the control of the
while at the same time ignoring National Labor Relations Act,
the fact that the Teamster which guarantees secret ballot
organizers were entering their elections. Gallo claims that his
properties.
proves the UFW does not want
In July, the Gallo negotiator · secret, fair elections for the
gave the UFW an ultimatum:
workers to choose which union
The company would stop nego- they want to represent them.
tiations until such time that the
The UFW claims that the
unlon agreed to three company reason they oppose inclusion
proposals. Included in the ultima- under the act is that it prohibits
tum was a thiry day proba- any workers from carrying out
tionary period during which boycotts. In effect, the UFW
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* HOUSE PLANTS

Cactus, Ferns, Succulents, Hanging
Plants, Jade, Azdlias, Flowering
Plants, Mexican Pots,

*SUPPLIES
Ferti Iizer, Clay pots, Handmade Pots,
Potting Soils, Baskets, Hangers,
Crockery, Watering Cans,

*SERVICES
Plant Terrariums, Transplanting,
Make-up mini gardens

WILLIAMS GREENHOUSE & GIFTS
End of 15th Ave. & West city limits 925-3477
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claims, the NLR Act would put a
.damper on the most effective
means of forcing the growers to
come to the bargaining table.
The UFW in turn claims the
Teamsters and Gallo lobbied to
kill a bill in the . California
legislature which was to assure
secret elections for the workers.
Perhaps one way to wade
through the charges, counter
charges and allegations is to
examine both the current UFW
contract with Almaden Vineyards and the Teamsters contract with the Gallo Vineyards.
Under the UFW agreement,
the workers have job security.
The employer cannot subcontract any work. Gallo, in its
agreement with the teamsters,
can subcontract.
In the UFW contract mechanization' cannot do away with a
large number of workers. No
such stipulation is made in the
Teamsters contract.
In the UFW contract the
workers are supplied with protective garments, tools and neeessary equipment, safety glasses, adequate toilet facilities and
drinking water. The Teamsters
contract mentions none of these
things.
The UFW claims that under
the Teamsters-Gallo contract,
seasonal workers, which make up
a majority of the farm workers, ·
have their job security threatened by the seniority section.
A 30 ·day probation period is
necessary to acquire seniority
under the Teamsters contract.
Should an employee be terminated during this period he has
no recourse to the grievance
procedures offered by the Teamsters.
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You should al.so know that Gallo Farm Workers
earn from $2.89 to $3.75 ptr hour. The average
worker earns $3.30. The average Gallo Farm
Worker earns $7,785.00 a year. Gallo seasonal
workers average $278.00 per week. All this, plus
the above-mentioned fringe benefits.
We are distressed that there has been so much

misinformation about our f&rm w~rken and our
position. We hope this sets the record straight.

..

If you would like to know more about the boycott
of Gallo Wine, write to : Ernest & Julio Gallo,

o/~~o " " ll~z;;:;:

Because you believe in lasting love,

select your matching wedding rings
from our complete ArtCarved collection.
Handcrafted of 14-karat gold
. for a lifetime of beauty.

J&J

JEWELERS

IN THE PLAZA
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY WAND JUNE-"Sort of Funny, Sort of Sick"
is the way Dr. Richard Leinaweaver, director, views the Kurt
Vonnegut, Jr. play which opens tommorrow night in McConnell
Auditorium.
Surrounded in Black Humor are [left to right]:
Wanda June

[KC Johnson], Harold Ryan [Curt Lind], Penelope Ryan [Paula
Johnsonf aii°d Col. Looseleaf Harper [Charlie Watters].
The play will also nm Saturday and again next week:
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Curtain time is 8:30 pm;
admission is $1 for students, $1.50 for adults.

ARGE .SELECTION
F NEW COMPACT CAR TIRES
6.50x13...... [~78x13]

7.35x14...... [E78x14)

SIEBERLING

7.00xl3...... [C78x13]

7.75x14...... [F78x14)

110-78 Whitewall

6.95x14..... ~[D78x14J

7.75x15...... [F78x15J

Black and 60 cents Excise Tax
Exchanite with cappable casing
8.25xl4...... [G78x14]

8.85xl5 ...... [H78x15)

8.55xl4...... [H78x24)

8.85xl5 ...... [J78x14]

8.24xl5 ...... [G78xl5]

9.00xl5 ...... [L78xl5]

4 full plies of nylon tire cord for
rugged durability and full width
wrap-around tread for easy handling. Popular "78" series profile
to match most new car sizes.
A78xl3 $22.48

G78xl4 $26.44

E78x14 $24.58

G78x15 $26.44

F78x14 $24.85

H78xl5 $28.47

L78xl5 $31.36
Fed E.T. $1.78 to $3.13 per tire.

2 FORs29.90
Black and 60 cents Excise ·Tax
Exchange with cappable casing

ALL SIZES RADIAL RETREADS
. ·AVAILABLE
· ONLY SLIGHTLY 'HIGHER!
/~.

·t~

LARGE SELECTION OF
GUARANTEED USED Tl.RES
BOTH HIGHWAY A.ND
TRACTION TREAD DESIGNS.
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~

l 0 - 50 % off on
HOBBY SUPPLIES

8en;amin Moor• Paints

Decoupage - Foamcraft
ChenHle - Candle Crafts

Standard Paint
& Wallpaper

304 N. Pine
962-2551

·FREE Super Mother
Burger
when you present this
sample and nine
ORIGINAL Cards.
To get SM _Fan Club Cards
purchase one
Super Mother Burger.

SANDY GULLEY

Sandy Gulley, 22, ioins CPD
by Ruth Vogel
A recent addition to the
Campus Police is Sandy Gulley,
Central's second policewoman . .
At 22, she is the youngest
member of t~ force. A recent
graduate from Yakima Valley
Community College, she attended their Police Science School for
three years, receiving an Associate of Arts Degree. She has lived
in Yakima and Toppenish all her
life.
Her job here is her first police
job, however, she had previously
worked on the Herald Republic
as a copy girl for two years.
Gulley decided to go into police
work because "I felt it was a real
challenge and very interesting.
There are a lot of different kinds
of people you can meet."
Since being here, she has
"learned the office procedure,
written citations for traffic violations, gone to court and I am now

working on the switchboard."
"Working nights is going to be
my preference," she continued.
"During the day all you do is, not
necessarily Mickey Mouse runs,
but you do all the running around
that has to be done. It's normal,
it has to be done, but it's not
challenging. The night shift to
me is a challenge, I really think it
will be good."
Because policewomen are a
new thing to Central, Gulley has
had "a lot of double takes and
stares, and occasionally people
will nudge each other."
"I've had a few people giving
me a bad time about wearing my
gun," she said, "but usually they
are more interested than anta·
gonistic. But, consider the problems; since I have been here
there have been four or five car
thefts, and when you do the bank
runs, carrying large sums of
cash, they [the guns] have to
readily accessible."

As to her personal policy
towards carrying a gun, Gulley
says, "I hope I never have to use
it, but if I do, I will."
Chief Al Pickles added, "Guns
are used as a deterrent, they are
to protect our community, which
is the students. 87 per cent of all
crimes committed on campus are
by non-students. Students are an
easy mark, they leave their doors
unlocked. They get_ ripped off
because they really don't think it
is going to happen to them."
Looking to the future, Gulley
says, "My basic ·goal is to be a
Juvenile Officer, that's where I
want to end up some day. I feel
that there is a real need in that'
area for people, particularly
qualified ones."
She continued, "There is a
need for a connection between
families and institutions." That is
the need she'd like to fill.

Hebe/er self defense course
offers women basic protedion
concerned and want to know how
to defend themselves."
Foote discourages women
Evena Foote, a black belt
karate instructor, stresses afrom carrying a weapon until
wareness of personal potential
they are thoroughly trained to
and common sense when teachuse it. She said, "Training means
ing self defense.
time and energy, it is a consistent thing. You shouldn't rely on
Foote is teaching a self defense
class for women through the
the self-defense technique if you
don't practice constantly. You
Qontinuin E<Jucation. _p~~gram,
must have your moves ready like
a reflex, and you must maintain
good physical condition."
Foote trys to instill in her
students both an awareness of
their limitations and of their
potential. She also said that
people must begin to adopt a
sense . and awareness of the
people and events around them.
Foote said that there are not
easy patterns in self-defense. "It
depends on the woman herself
and how much effort she puts
into the class. She must take a
good long hard look at herself."
A few women enrolled in the
class were asked how confident
they felt in their skills. The
majority answered that they felt
a bit more secure, but did not feel
confident alone, particularly at
night. Most said that they had
learned more avoidance tactics
THA'f°ONE-TWO PUNCH was wHat these Central co-eds were out than actual confrontaiton.
to learn during a recent session in the Self Defense class offered at
They agreed that a ten week
Hebeler Elementary. Although many said that the new defense course does not allow enough
knowledge make_s them feel safer, they reaffirmed the desire to run time to build sufficient confifirst and fight only as a last resert.
dence.
by Debra Neagle

sponsored by Yakima Valley
Community College. The accredited class is taught Monday
and Wednesday evenings in
Hebeler school.
"I think that events on campus
have brought about a new
awareness," Foote said. "People
procrastinate until something
hits home, then they become

THIS CARD CERTIFIES BEARER AS
A Member in Somewhat Dubious Standing of the

SUPER MOTHER
FAN CLUB
Present this card (and 9 more) to the Head S.M. at
Bee/eaters and receive one Delicious, Tummy-filling,.
Lovely Super Mother.

w

::c
.....

BE.EFEATERS.
71 0 N. Anderson
925-9432

1-------------.. .
LIBERTY Theatre
Shows at 7:00 & 9:00

Where were

open 6:45
925-9511
ENDS SATURDAY
Tickets $2.00

1;'in '6Zj?;;,, .

STARTS SUNDAY Sun. at 5:00, 7:10, 9:20
Showings Nightly at 7:00 & 9:10
the story of ht'O

bet-on-anything guys

The VILLAGE

Open 6:45
925-4598
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.PLAYS Thru TUE. -
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A SYMPOSIUM

NOV. 18-19-20-21 ,1974

ETHICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE & PUBLIC SERV·ICE
~CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

SPONSORED BY: THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

November 18, 197 4 (Monday)
SUB Pit - Noon to 1 :00 p.m.
Film - "Awareness" and "The Owner"
·center for Campus Ministry
Hertz Auditorium -· 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Lecture - "A College President Enters the Political Arena"
President William E. (Bud) Davis
Idaho State University
McConnell Auditorium - 8 p.m.
Lecture - "Address Related to Activities as Counsel to Special ~rosecutor Leon Jaworski"
Mr. Philip A. Lacovara
Former Counsel to Leon Jaworski
Presently Attorney - Hughes, Hubbard & Reed, Washington, D.C.

November 19, 197 4 {Tuesday)
SUB Pit - Noon to 1 :00 p.m.
Film - "Everyday Chronicle" and ".I Am Also a You"
Center for Campus Ministry
SUB Theatre - 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Floyd H. Rodine, Chairman Department of History
Robert Jacobs, Associate Professor of Political Science
Cleary Cone, Attorney

November 20, 197 4 (Wednesday)

Colloquium on Watergate
Albert Lewis, Chai rm<?~--- Com~u-~i~atiqn Depart~ent
Warren Street, Associate Professor of Psychology

November 21, 197 4 (Thursday}

SUB Theatre - Noon to 1 :00 p.m. ,

SUB... Theatre - 10 :00 a.m. to Noon

Film - "Serendepity Bomb" and

Panel Discussion on Alcohol and Drug Abuse

"The World of Future Shock"

Alma Spithill
Harold C. Ni.e lson

-Center for Campus Ministry
SUB Pit - 7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Terry De Vietti
Robert Bach

SUB 204-205 - Noon to 2:00p.m.

Debate on Academic Freedom and

Film - "If There Weren't Any Blacks
You'd Have to Invent Them"

the Moral Use of Knowledge
-Center for Campus Ministry
Richard Alumba~gh
Warren Street

Center for Campus Ministry

Film Schedule:
Nov. 18 SUB Pit

Nov. 20

''Awareness''

12 Noon
12:23 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

"The Owner"

12:53 p.m.

"Awareness"
"The Owner"

NOV. · 19 SUB Pit

-a

"I Am Also
You"
"Everyday Chronicle"
"I Am Also a You"
''Everyday Chronicle"

"The World of Future Shock" ,
"Serendepity Born b"
"The World of Future Shock"
"Serendepity Born b"

Nov . 21
12 Noon
l2: 15 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

Open to the Public

12 Noon
12:22 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:58 p.m.

SUB 204-205

"If There Weren't
Any Blacks Xou'd
Have to Invent Them"

12:45 p.m.

Nov. l 8-19-20-21

SUB Theatr~

12 Noon
1 p.m. _
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Be the first on your block to have your very own full-color Saturday Evening Fresh poster.
Send $1, along with your name and address to: Saturday Evening Fresh, Rainier Brewing Company,
3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134. Make your check or money order payable to the Rainier Brewing Company.
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Political scientist Jacobs
views American presidency
by Jane Snyder
Is the presidency an elective
kingship? In a way it is;
according to Dr. Robert Jacobs,
Associate Professor of Political
Science and Director of the Law
and Justice Program.
"As a Political Scientist, of
course, I'm interested in all our
political instituitions. But I became particularly interested in
some . of the aspects of the
Presidency after I left graduate
school. A friend of mine suggested to me that some of the
symbolic and mystic aspects of
the office were, in fact, more ·
important than the legal and
constitutional things which we
traditionally studied in graduate
school, and I think I've come to
agree with him.
"Because the American presidency is really a re-development
of man's oldest social institution,
, the elective Kingship, which
suggests that it fills some very
old human needs such as a need
for a visible leader who will take
responsibilities, the need for a
scapegoat, someone to throw off
the cliff when things are going
badly. We don't literally throw
them off cliffs anymore or have
them engage in hand to hand
combat for the office, although I
must say that some of the events
of Watergate came close to that.
"We give the office so much
emotional weight that it's very
difficult to get rid of a president,
or to get rid · of an incumbeJ!t
when he ~~ns for re-election, as

Nixon's re-election in 1972
shows. Although he did very
well in the election, .it's clear that
the electorate didn't greet him
with very much enthusiasm; its
just that they were a little more
enthusiastic for him than Senator
McGovern.
"Once he's in office it's extremely difficult to get rid of him.
Because it was clear months
before the resignation of Presidei:it Nixon, that he was a villian,
a liar, a conspirator and perhaps
burglar, or at least an acces-

a

JACOBS

sory to burglary, it was very
difficult to disengage ourselves
from him. It required a major
societal convulsion, and the reason for that is that we v.iew the
president as a religous figure. In
time of great national crisis we
turn to the President. We turn to
a savior to bail us out."
Is it good to feel this way about
the President? "I think in some
sense that it's a v~ry useful trait
in times of crisis it may be that
you need executive power. But it
also means that when you do get
someone unworthy in the office
that its very hard to disentangle
yourself from him. It's a great
emotional wrench when you try
and get rid of a president."
Has this been historically true? .
"No, I think it began with
Lincoln. I think that it's the
result of a sequence which has ·
overtaken many presidents. Lin- '
coln shot dead in the moment of
victory, McKinley assasinated
after the victory of the SpanishAmerican War. Franklin dead at
the moment of victory in the
Second World War.
"This recurring thing gives the
presidency the aspect of an office
of tragedy, of heroism. And one
of the characteristics of the hero
is that he is a tragic figure, the .
hero never lives happily ever
after, maybe because he's all
gonads and no brains.
Jacobs received a B.A. from
City College of New York and an
A.M. and Ph.D. from Columbia
University. He and his wife,
'Linda, have two children.

MAGGIE'S NUMBER ONE-HAVING Clinched his WASHINGTON
STATE SENATORIAL SEAT Senator Warren G. Magnuson is now
the nation's senior SENATOR. Maggie, who has spent 30 years on
CAPITOL Hill spoke emphatically before a large gathering last
week at Ellensburg's Holiday Inn. It was one of his last fund raisers
before TUES DA Y'S election.
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Classified

BIG Appetite?

Happy 21st Birthday
Scott, from all of us.

CATALOG .
Interviews at Placement Center
Nov. 12-15 -, PEACE CORPSVISTA 'Drop-in interviews. Information and testing. No advance sign-up required.
Nov. 22 - Weyerhaeuser Co.,
Bus. Admin. majors for accounting and production management.
Philosophy ~tudy
Anyone interested in diseu~ 
sing the philosophy of Ouspen:-;,. ·
and/or Gurdjieff, please cont ;tn
Kathie Hamlin at 925-5622.
Rodeo Club
The CWSC Rodeo Club will
meet Wednesday, Nov. 13th, at
5:30 p.m. in Room 210 of the
SUB. All interested students are
invited to attend.
B.A.'s
B.A. Degree applications are
now being accepted in the
Registrar's Office for Winter
Quarter 1975 graduation. The
deadline for all applications is
Jan. 17,1975.
Toastmistress
Are you interested in a selfdevelopment program that will
enhance your classroom experience and take you beyond the
academic community, into a diversified
educational
atmo1'Dhere? Call 925- 9191 .
Folk Dance
Learn folk dances from countries all around the world. The
only requirement for membership is that you be interested in
dancing. Come and join in the
fun. Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. Large
_ -~VB Ballroom.

'68 VW beetle, rebuilt
·engine, new paint, good
condition. $850 925-2667.

Need sewing or alteraWomen Athletics
tions done? Call Paula.
General meeting for women
925-5042.
interested in turning out for the
varsity basketball team. Meet in
Guitar; steel strings,
room 113 of the Pavillion at 5
sunburst finish, case $69
p.m. on Nov. 7.
925-5008.
Olympia Internships
A joiht letter from the SecreCycle Carrier (for car)
tary of the State and the Chief
$10 925-6319
Clerk of the House, Olympia,
informs me that the Senate and
Male orange striped cat,
House of Representatives plan to
female ~11 black cat, Both
continue the Legislative Internhalf gro~n. Short hair.
ship Program during the 1975
Free 925-6319
session of the state legislature.
internships are available for
· For Sale:
Remington
Winter Quarter, 1975. Applica270, $150; Winchester -22,
tions are available at the Political
$50. Both in new condition
Science office, Room 414, Psycho
with carrying case. Call
logy Building. Students must
925-6787 from 5-7 p.m. or
complete their application by
contact Box A Crier
Nov. 12, 1974 so they may be
reviewed and recommendations
Head metal-glass skis,
made to the legislative leaderwith Tyrolia 3000 series
ship.
bindings. Good condition.
Student employment
$50.00 See at 705 E. 5th
Students and student spouses
Ellensburg.
wishing employment should
check the job postings on the hall
Student Employment
bulletin board outside of the
The Office of Financial Aid is
Office of Financial Aid, Barge contacting employers in · an atHall - 209.
tempt to obtain a list of job
openings. St~dents or spouses
Catalog notices
should
The first deadline for Catalog- wishing employment
notices is noon Friday for the check the job postings on the hall
next week's paper. No notices bulletin board outside of the
accepted after Monday noon. . Office of Financial Aid, Barge
Notices are taken on a space Hall 209. If you desire a position
available basis, with no guaran- offered and feel qualified, the
tee of acceptance implied. Please Office of Financial Aid will refer
leave notices in the Crier office . you to the employer.
SUB 218.
cont. -to pg. 21

Who's who?

Get a

BIG JOHN.
at

BIG JOHN'S
HOME AND DORM
DELIVERY

The New

·Nicholson Drug Store
~fi

315 N. Pearl St.
Medication Profiling

PHONE

AT EASE,
DISEASE

(509)
925-2261

THERE'S FUNGUS
AMONG US

You I

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COl LEGE
Associate Dean for Student Union & Activitieh

f~U:N'::W~·~.

~ept~~be~

\.', .~ ~1-;IN:'..TON

.,.ll>

THE NEW
NICHOLSON.
DRUG STORE-

25, 1974

Dear Student:
· You are invited to present y-:~.:-~clf c>s

l

c.:•l'' iJat'. f.r · ·.•:i:i's 'Ano i\mo:ig .•

Students in American Coll·~g~li and Un:.....,ers itie;s. ·· t: y~1: wi3:, t~ .~c ~onS1.Cl~red
for nomination, pleast• cc.q·,t··te this for:-r: a!:~ :-ct1.;r~ ~t to .Llean \.i.Lse s off~ce,
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We are a home based business
with very small· oper9ti!1g_cost_s.
ALL MAKES TURNTABLES; TUNERS .
AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS,& TAPE RECORDERS

Economy .S.v.stem
Gerrard
42 M-S pre-paced

List Price

$470.95

SCHOLARSHIPS AND HONORS:

Sansui 491
(24 watts RMS)

Please list any other information you feel is pertinent:

The faculty-student committee
charged with the responsibility
for ·nominating senior students
for Who's Who honors has begun
its deliberations. Faculty members can help by nominating
candidates and submitting sup-

porting statements when asked
to do so by students wishing to
be considered. Don Wise is the
chairman of the committee, afid
nominations may be sent to his
office in room 102 of the SUB.
Criteria to be considered are:

1- a,cademic standing
2- service to the community
3- leadership in extracurricular
activities
4- future potential

Our Price

$365.00

Pioneer
2-way compon_ent speakers

Want a better quality for less? Check
our prices before you buy and get the
Best deal

Demonstrations, orders, and information
Call: Jan Salisbury Cook
Tel. 925-3741

President's
Desk
Has Central been active in
developing new academic programs?
Don Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, and Dale
Comstock, Dean of Graduate
Studies, have summarized our
new programs , and would be
pleased to provide information to
anyone who is interested. Briefly here are some of the developments:
Being offered this fall are eight
new majors, eleven new minors
and three extended degree programs. At least 16 proposed or
potential programs are under
consideration.
' During the past six months we
have secured authority to offer
the Master of Science in Occupational Education; received a very
strong reaffirmation of our accreditation by our principal accreditation agency, the Northwest Association; and been desi.g nated as a Serviceman's Opportunity College, which means,
among other things, that two and
one-half million military service
personnel will be alerted to our
interest in helping them complete an education.
We have continued to lead in
international education; graduate education has been strengthened; grant and research contract dollar totals may be approaching an all time high for a
biennium at Central, and general
education has been improved.
We continue to lead the six
state colleges and universities in
degree credits offered off campus. Two remarkable programs
have been established: one with
the Federal Aviation Administation in Auburn leading to a
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal
t

proposal is a rearrangement of
current charges to make them
relate to the credits actually
taken. This is only fair, and state
college students will gain by this
change. The proposal was developed by the Council on Higher
Education (CHE) and processed
through our colleges and universities before it was approved by
the CHE for transmittal to the
state legislature. I voted for the
proposal at the CHE meeting.
.The proposal did not get through
the legislature, but will be
considered again this year. My
concern is for how much is
charged rather than how it is
charged. Again, our state college
tuition and fee totals are already
too high, compared to other
schools, and they should not be
increased.

Studies, and the other a Law and
Justice program which will be
conducted on the campuses of
three community colleges.
Will Central continue to have a
strong program in teacher edu- . ..._...,.....
cation? We must continue to munity colleges below the state
diversify our college's offerings, college averages.
but this does not mean that our
Aren't the community colleges
teacher education program must eliminating academic courses in
be cut. Teacher education is favor of vocational-technical
strong at Central and Central's courses, and doesn't this mean
placement record for new teach- that fewer community college
ers has been excellent. We are transfer students will be coming
fortunate in the Central has an to Central to complete an "acaWhy were music, drama, fine
excellent reputation in teacher demic degree?" Although I have
arts
and ethnic studies excluded
education and that our faculty in not seen a report on this, my
professional education has con- understanding is that enrollment from the Joint Student fees
sistently provided leadership in has dropped in several academic budget for 1974-75? A "condeveloping new programs where disciplines being taught at the cerned student" asked this ·in a
placement and need are strong. community colleges; voe-tech letter to the Crier on October 17.
The contributions of many other courses are being added and the Apparently his letter was in
contrihutions of many other voe-tech offerings will soon com- response to a Crier article on the
departments to teacher educa- prise 50 per cent of the com- JSF budget that appeared the
tion have been significant in our munity college effort. The com- preceding week. The Crier artisuccess.
munity college system will not be cle did not report that a number
Given inflation, will the cam- proposing any additional funding of programs were moved from
pus UGN drive have difficulty for credit hour l!Towth in the . JSF budget and are now
this year? Apparently not. At the 1975-77 in -the acade~ic course funded in the college's operations
last accounting, the total was areas, except for those courses budget. The college was already
about $200 above last year's final which are taken by voe-tech paying for most of the staff and
total ($8,095), although 12 fewer students as a part of their the programs in these areas. The
had contributed.
regular curriculum. On a system- move was to help relieve the
pressure on the JSF budget and
Do community college faculty wide basis, such students take a place these programs in their
ratio
of
100:22
vocational
to
members receive higher salaries
proper locations. The transfers:
than professors at Central, East- academic credit hours. Certainly Men's intramurals, $4,000 (also
this
is
having
and
will
continue
to
ern and Western? The data
$5,000 in JSF budget); drama,
needed to make this comparison have an impact on Central. This $7,500; forensics, $2,700; recreawill
be
a
serious
problem
for
us
is conflicting. I have asked for
tion, $7 ,000; also $6,000 in JSF
more information from the Di- only if we let it become one. By budget); fine arts gallery,
offering a variety of programs
rector of. the State Board for
$6,200; music, $7 ,000, and veterCommunity College Education. for the community college trans- ans' advisory program $6,000 (a
fer
in
both
the
academiC
and
The last set of statistics that I
new program). Ethnic studies
received was for the 1973-74 technical areas, Central can take was not funded in 1974-75, for the
advantage
of
this
change.
school year; they show the
Are you opposed to a charge 197i ·H and 1972-73 budgets
average salaries of five comwer for matching funds for a
per
credit 1tour for student
munity colleges above the averspec l art festival which was
ages for CWSC, EWSC and tuition and fees? Absolutely not. held last year.
The
essential
feature
of
this
WWSC, and twenty-two com1

ASC, Brooks
differ on tuition
Steve Haas, Political Affairs
Commissioner of the Associated
Students of Central, stated that
the administration claim that
tuition will not increase during
the next year is "an unrealistic
point of view".
Haas said that the reasons for
a rise in tuition are the increasing cost of higher education and
the lack of support in the state
legislature to further carry the
burden of increased expenses.

Brooks helped formulate the
per credit hour charge tuition
plan, but presently is of the
opinion that Central's tuition will
not be raised in the coming year.
Haas also criticized Brooks'
priorities commenting, "Brooks'
time would be better spent
trying to raise teacher's salaries
than worrying about the "U"
title, which is only cosmetic.
Central may lose good faculty if
salaries are ·not raised. A university is a group of colleges,
Central is a incomplete group of
schools." Haas cited the Political
Science Department, which has
approximately half the faculty it
had last year, as not being a

cont. on pg. 17

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-aate,
176-page. mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
r.csearch purposes only

cont. from pg. 16
University program. "We're not
a complete college yet," Haas
said.
Haas and ASC president, Pat
Reiley did, however, support
President Brook's proposal to
change tuition charges to a per
hour fee for all students instead
of just for part-time students.
Haas said "Tuition is a usage tax.
Students should be charged on a
per ~redit hour basis. An $11.50
per credit hour charge would
help those presently over-charged, part-time students who pay
full tuition. The per credit hour
charge would have a plateau at
$172.50 for students taking from
15-20 credit hours and an extra
charge for students taking over
20 hours a quarter."

President's
code
reviewed
The Faculty Senate held a
special meeting yesterday to
complete their review of Sections
100-199 of the President's Proposed Code, draft number 6. At
press time the outcome of the
meeting was not known.
The meeting was scheduled to
·begin at 3: 10 p.m. in Psychology
471, and recessed at 4 p.m. for a
public hearing on sections 200299 of the proposed code.
Sections 200-299 are scheduled
for the Senate's agenda when
they meet on November 13.
Not yet officially scheduled for
the Senate's agenda is the
request from local 3231 ·of the
American Federation of Teachers for the Senate to organize a
faculty vote of confidence "relative to the performance of Dr.
James E. Bi:ooks as president of
Central."
The AFT request is expected
to appear on the agenda of the ·
November 1~ Senate meeting.

PIONEER

by Mike
Mcleod

HOBBIES & CRAFTS

CHARLES RUSSEL
"Canvas Prints"
vvith frames ·
Last week we created a new program and hired someone (Jerry
Findley) who is willing to work at least 60 hours a week and get paid
for only 15 hours. You may wonder why anyone would jump at this
chance of a lifetime. Well, the answer is simple (at least for Jerry),
because he will be responsible for creating, implementing and
facilitating outdoor experiences, and this for those of you who
haven't met Jerry yet, is right up his mountain, acroSs his trail and
down his river. In Jerry's own words:
"A few things I would like to see happen are; snowshoeing,
sledding, parties, ski trips, mountain climbs and a whole list of other
activities. Come in and see me in the SUB Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop,
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. every day. Hope to see you there."

107. E.
- - 4th
-

962-9331

Trips and Tours
Thinking about signing up for one of our upcoming trips and tours?
Well, do i,t.
Sign up for all trips in SUB 102 from 2-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
November 7-Totems vs. Tulsa. $2 round trip. Tickets at door for
$1 discount with ASC card on these prices: $6, $5, $4, $3.50. Van
leaves Hertz parking lot at 4 p.m.
November 8-Roller skating in Yakima. $1 round trip. $1. 75 to
skate, including skates. Van leaves Hertz parking lot at 7:30 p.m.
November 8-Last day to sign up for the Helen Reddy Concert on
Dec. 5. $2 round trip. $5 for ticket.
November 17-Trip to the ocean for beach combing, playing
around. $3.75 round trip. Bring your own sack lunch, we will be
stopping for dinner on the way back. Van leaves Hertz parking lot at
8 a.m., returning around 10 p.m. or later.
November 17-Totems vs. Salt Lake. $2 round trip. Tickets at door
for ·$1 discount with ASC card, on these prices: $6, $5, $4, $3.50.
Men's Intraniurals

17"
The
Matisse

The MATISSE -F3860R
Ultramodern styled decorator compact cabinet in
grained Rosewood color
with contrasting White
trim on top. Concealed
swivel in base. Screen
tilted to create a natural
angle. Cabinet size: l 7"H,
23 7/8" W. 18 1/2" D.

DEAN''S
T·V· & APPLIANCE
417 N· Pearl 925-1828

Touch football championships, Nov. 12, 2 p.m. on the varsity field.
Come out and support the backyard football players.
Co-Rec

DID YtlU KNtlW

Co-Ed volleyball three plus ,three, Wednesday and Thursday
nights, 7-10 p.m. Starts Nov. 13. Sign up in PAV 108, between 2 and
5 p.m., Monday-Friday, or during Co-Rec hours. Deadline for
sign-up is Monday, Nov. 11.
Games Room

Faculty Salary
Increase Urged
Wendell J. Satre, president of
The Washington Water Power
Company of Spokane and Lloyd
W. Nordstrom, co-chairman of
'the Seattle-based Nordstrom department store chain were
named today to head the Committee of One Thousand, a
citizens group formed to urge the
legislature to upgrade faculty
salaries at the state's six fouryear colleges and universities.
"Faculty salaries of our six
state colleges· and universities
are dangerously low and are
declining daily due to inflation,"
Satre and Nordstrom said in a
joint statement, "and if the
long-awaited pay increases are
not granted soon, even to a level
to meet the cost-of-living index,
our quality education , programs
will be eroded."
The six schools represented by
the Committee of One Thousand
are the University of Washington, Washington State University, Eastern Washington State
College, Central Washington
State College, Evergreen State
College and Western Washington State College.

Free pool: On Tuesday and Thursday from 5-6 p.m.
Tent 'n Tube
Special: ' Nov. 1-Seven tandem bikes can be rented for half price.
Nov. 8-11, backpack special, ·e verything you will need for $7.50 . .

Artsy Craftsy
by Beth Walters
On Tuesday, Oct. 29,the Music department held its fourth annual
string scholarship concert. Each year a different group or star
performs for the benefit. The money from this is used as a
scholarship for one of the string players attending Central.
Lois Hartzell was the performing star for this y¢'ar. She is an
internationally known soprano who now lives in Seattle and appears
with the Seattle Opera.
Hartzell's performance was held in the recital hall of Hertz Hall.
This is one of the best places to sing as the sound floats into the
audience, rather than stopping as soon as it leaves your mouth. But
aside from the acoustics, the seating is such that all ofthe audience
can hear equally well.
The program included a selection of music representating the best
of Hartzell's many talents. Each selection was by a different
composer, and represented many periods in history. She performed
difficult composers, as well as less complex, exceptionally well.
I was particularly impressed with her expression of the emotional
aspect of the music. Many professional performers use only their
voic~s to express the emotion in the music. Hartzell, on the other
hand, expresses the piece with her voice, face and entire body.
Another part of the presentation that surprised me was the
accompanist. Henrietta Mastenbrook has to be one of the most
exceptional performing accompanists I have seen. Her playing was
so exciting that at times her introductions absorbed me so
completely I forgot that a song was coming.
For those who missed the concert it is a real shame. We had two
of the fines~ performers here presenting a program that has not
been equaled at Central in a long, long time.

just like your hair, your skin
needs special protection and care ·
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At Redken we decided to apply
our knowledge of hair and protein to advance our knowledge of
skin and protein. We created a
revolutionary line of acid-balanced, naturally-organic skin
products. Redken's Amino-Pon
Beauty Bar is the famous pink
bar that smells like strawberries
and has a pH of 5.5 to conform
to the natural acid balance of
your skin. The Beauty Bar ·con- ~E
1
tains humectants to help retain ~
.
the skin's moisture balance. The
Beauty Bar is so effective your
.
skin will feel and look younger in just 14 days or Redken
will return your money!

D KEN

· Redken's Proderma Cream is a highly-concentrated blend
of rich lubricants, proteins and moisturizers. This luxurious cream smooths age-lines, firms puffy areas and
deep feeds your skin enriched organic-protein emollients.

For preventative care call
and talk with Libby••

962-2550

Corner of 3rd & Sampson
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HAIR OESIGNERS
"NATURALLY"'

Consum·er watch
by Tor:n Shapley
Two things to watch out for when you go grocery shopping in
Ellensburg are the hidden unit price markers and the old stocking
shuffle.
On my latest grocery store tour, I found that alth<?ugh all of-the
stores in town post per unit price stickers on most products, such
markers are often hidden behind cans and packages or covered by
signs advertising weekly sales. It must be a coincidence, but it
seems that the unit p'rice marker of house brand items is hidden by a
sign telling you that that product is on sale. The bad thing is that if
you can move the sale sign out of the way, you may find that the
product actually costs more per unit than one that is cheaper, but
not on sale. Look for those unit price markers, they can save you
real money.
Another trick is for the store to place its house brand on the shelf
so that it is right next to the more expensive name brand. But,
before you g-rab the obviously cheaper house brand, look around
some more. You may find another .brand that is even cheaper on the
next shelf, or even mixed in with another type of food.
·
The answer to how to save money on your grocery bill is to take
your time and choose carefully. Also, never go shopping when you
are hungry. I have found that this is a condition that will send even
the most cynical shopper running down the aisles, drooling over
seductive labels and g-rabbing at random.
Possibly not everyone is aware of the Prairie Market on the
Canyon Road. Prairie Market is a membership type of grocery
store. Those who wish to shop at the store purchase a membership
card each month. The cost is 50 cents. The concept at the store is to
cut out as much overhead as possible and thus reduce the cost of
products for the membership. All items are left in the case when
they are put on the shelves. Customers mark prices on individual
items themselves. Typical grocery sacks are not used. Customers
carry their purchases in cardboard boxes that they will- hopefully
bring . back and use on their next trip. The store carries no fresh
meat, however.
However, Zittings is advertising quite an offer. Their advertising
states that any grocery item they carry will be cheaper than any
other store's advertised price. They say that they will back this up
by paying the customer the difference on any item that is
accompanied by an ad showing that another store is selling that item
for less.
Only one question-Prairie Market advertises only through a
monthly mailer to its members. Does Zittings consider these
advertised prices, and will they make/ their offer good on Prairie
Market pri~es? You might ask them.

IT'S IN THE CARDS? High school orators from across Washington State converged on the Central
campus last weekend for a statewide Debate Tournament. Sponsored by the Forensics program
here, students, including those shown here, participated in debate, expository, impromptu and
other events.
·

RESEARCH

Dolltlet the pric~.of
a college education

Thousands of Topics
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Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
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The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately the Air Force has done something to
catch up with it. For the first time, the Air Force
ROTC Scholarships include the 2-year program,
for both men and women. If you can qualify, the
Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college
education. Not only do AFROTC 2-year college
scholarships cover full tuition,_but re.imbursement
for textbooks, lab and incidental fees, as well as a
tax-free monthly allowance of $100.
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and enroll
iri the Air Force ROTC at Peterson Hal I.
It's a great way to finish your college education in the money, and build a future where
the sky's no limit ... as an officer in the Air
Force.
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$2.00 to cover return post-

ESSAV SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada ·

(416) 366-6649 '
Our research.ssrvice ;s sold
for research assistance only. _
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We Want You To Join Our Church
As An

Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of

Dodor of Divinity

MAKETHEMOSTOFIT

Put It All Together
in Air Force ROTC

·.

We are a nol\-structured f•ith, undenominational,
with no traditional doctrine or dogm1. Our fat
"owing church i1 ectively .eking , _ mlniltlrs
who believe whit w. believe; All men .,.. entltlld
to their own conviction•; To -.k truth their own
way, whatever it m1y be, no questions 11kad. Al 1
minister of the church, you may:
1. Start your own Church and epply for ex·
emption fr01n property and other tPa
2. Perform nlarri1g11, blptiun, funer1ls ind
all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced retes from soma modes of
tran1Pon1tion, llOl'M theater1, 1tor11, hotal1,
etc.
4. Seek draft exemption • one of our work·
ing mi•ion1rHll. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Mlniltlt'1
credentials and licen•. We also iaue Doctor of
Divinity' Degr"'. We ire State Chartered and your
ordination is recognized in all 50 states and most
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLL YWOOO, FLORIDA 33023.

Science Foundation
grants recieved here
· A year ago, no student-originated research grant proposals had
ever been funded at Central. Since that time, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) has awarded money for two such proposals.
"To thin~ that t~o of these awards have come our way, makes one
ha.ve pride both. in the institution, and the student body of Central,"
said Dr. Jerry Jones, Central's Coordinator of Academic Grants and
Contracts.
With student grants such as NSF awards, students must
originate the idea, write the proposal, carry out the work and write
the final report. "A faculty member is used only as an advisor,"
according to Jones.
i
"The reward for doing a project of this type is mostly an
intangible, personal satisfaction sort of thing," Jones said, "and has
little to do with the amount of money received. Once an award is
granted, the pig's on your back. You want to make yourself and the
. institution look good hopefully, so you've got to do the work
properly and write a good report. You'll put more hours into it than
you ever expected to."
According to Jones, there are opportunities available for more
student proposals. "I know we have the talent here," Jones said.
"We just have to get people motivated enough to write a proposal."
For anyone interested in developing a proposal for research
money, Jones recommends that they first discuss their idea with a
faculty member who has similar interests. If the idea still seems
encouraging, the student should come by Jones' office in Barge 30t
for further information.

Jaworski aide
featured
A colloquium on Watergate is
to be the highlight of a four-day
symposium sponsored by the
School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, entitled "Ethics, the
Social Sciences and the Public
Service," on November 18-21.
Phillip Lacovara, former counsel to Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski, is slated to take part in
the Watergate section of the
symposium. Lacovara resigned
from Jaworski's staff in protest
over the pardon of former
President Nixon.
A number of well-known

Write a check for it.
Whatever it is, from backpacks to ski racks,
an NBofC checking account is an easy way to
pay for things. You can write a check for the .
exact amount. And there's no need to carry a
lot of cash.Open one soon.

National Bank of Commerce
The role of sex hormones in
human behavior is the subject of
a NSF research project funded
for $9,200 last spring quarter.
According to Gail Stevens,
student project director and a
graduate student in Individual- .
ized Studies, the original idea for
the project came from an interest
in how men and women really
differ. "That they are different,
everyone would agree," Stevens
said. "But how and why they
differ emotionally, physically and
behavioristically was what we
wanted to .investigate."
The project was designed to
meas.ure . the amount of circulating testosterone (male hormone) in blood taken from a
sample population of 120 Central
coeds not taking oral contraceptives, Stevens said. These testosterone measurements will be
analyzed for correlation with
standardized aptitude and personality characteristics reflected
by the California Psychology
Inventory and the Washington
Pre-College test scores.
They chose to use female
subjects in the project for
personal reasons, Stevens said.
"We wanted to work with
women. But we could just as
easily have looked at estrogen
(female hormone) levels in males
and done a comparable study,"
she explained.
The project has taken longer
to complete than was expected,
Stevens said. The blood was
drawn and the standardized tests
given during last spring quarter.
Since then, the main problem has
simply been getting access to a
large-capacity centrifuge. Some
of the chemical analysis of the
blood must wait until a suitable
centrifuge can be borrowed from
WSU, Stevens said. A centrifuge
is an instrument used to separate
heavier materials from lighter
ones in a fluid.
·
Stevens said that NSF's inairi
concern in awarding the grants is
to give students the opportunity
to follow a research project
through to completion and let
them become familiar with what
exactly happens in research. The
topic is less important to NSF
than is the research itself. she
. ~aid.

Even though the project is not
yet completed, Stevens feels
quite sure that the final results
will not lead to any definite
conclusions that can be stated
simply. She said that the results
may well be interesting, but
certainly not conclusive.
Student project members, besides Stevens, are Peggy Big-

ford, Emily Stevenson, Tom
Lyttle, Bob Flake, Vicki Willinsky and Cindy Fitzgerald. The
faculty project director is Dr.
John Meany of the Chemistry
I}epartment.
Five and six-legged frogs were
found near a pond in Spokane
that had been sprayed with a
pesticide for mosquito controL
The question was raised: was
there a connection between the
pesticide and the abnormal
frogs?
· Thus was born the idea for a
research project funded for
$6500 by NSF this past summer.
According to Marty Hicks, student project director and a senior
in biology, "The main idea of the
project is to determine what
caused the extra legs. To test
this, we're raising about 9,000
tadpoles in the laboratory in
varying concentrations of different pesticides to see if we can
produce this effect."
The project was to have been
completed by the end of August,
Hicks said, but "redleg", a
bacterial disease, infected the
adult frog population. There
were also delays in getting the
pesticides they needed from the
manufacturer as well as not
having a pesticide analyser suitable to their needs. Perhaps the
most basic problem was one that
they had never expected, they
couldn't ind~ce the female frogs
to ovulate. "It seems to be just a
textbook procedure," Hicks said,
"but we've had a lot of problem5
trying to do it." Hicks, however,
was optimistic about this when
interviewed. He had just come
from the lab where his frogs had,
at last, laid some eggs. If things
go well, Hicks guessed that the
project would be completed and
the report written up by midJanuary.
Asked what he and the rest of
the group have learned so far as
a result of the project, Hicks said
that, especially with the delays,
they have had time to get into
the scientific literature on amphibians 'and water analysis and
gain a good foundation of specialized knowledge. "But perhaps
the most important thing is the
experience we've gained with. the
frustrations of doing research,"
he said. "Just learning to cope
with difficulty and keep plugging
at it until some results are
attained."
Student project members, besides Hicks, are Nancy Sowdon,
Gary Steigler, Mike Mitchell and
Bob Miller. The faculty project
advisors are Thomas Thelen and
Robert Brown of the. Biology
Departmemt.
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-speakers will appear in the
sessions to talk on several
current social issues, according
to Dean Burton Williams, head of
the sponsoring school.
Dr. William Davis, president
of Idaho State University, will
deliver an address on "An
Academician in the Political
Arena." His talk will cover his
experience as an unsuccessful
candidate for the U.S. Senate.
The colloquium on Watergate
will include Floyd H. Rodine,
Chairman of the History Department; Albert Lewis, Chairman of
the Communications Department; Warren Street, Associate
Professor of Psychology; Robert
Jacobs, Associate Professor of
Political Science; and ·Cleary
Cone, former President of the
Washington State Bar Association.
Also scheduled is a debate
sponsored by the Center for
Campus Ministry on "Academic
Freedom and the Moral Use of
Knowledge," and a panel discussion on alcohol and drug abuse.
A film series during the four
days will include "Awareness,"
"The Owner," "I Am Also a You,"
"Everyday Chronicle," "The
World of Future Shock" and "If
There Weren't Any Blacks You'd
Have to Invent Them."

Job openings
announced

MAKE
--9erYOUR OWN
THINGI
Now in st·o ck at DONNA'S
·NEEDLE POINT CANVAS
·PERSIAN TYPE YARN
·RUG CANVAS
·NOVEL TY YARNS FOR
WEAVING
BEL TS - AFGANS - STiTCHERY
Finest imported & domestic yarns

DONNA'S
YARN SHOP
402 N. Pine

925-2305

New from Canada

The Department of Staff Personnel announces that the following positions are currently
open. The full job descriptions
are posted in the Mail and
Duplicating area of Barge Hall
and in the Department of Staff
Personnel.
administrative:
Program Manager A:
This position is in the Auxilary
Services-Housing Department.
($735-$941 per month). It is an
irregular work week, permanent,
full time position. Posted 11-4-74,
Down 11-15-74.
physical plant & central
stores:
Warehouse Worker-Lead:
This position is in the Physical
Plant & Central Stores. ($753$832 per month). It is a permanent, full-time position. Posted
11-4-74, Down 11-22-74.
Central is an Equal Opportunity Employer. The College
strongly encourages all qualified
applicants, especially women and
ethnic minorities to apply. Applicants are requested to indicate
their ethnic background and sex
~ ilieir ktt~ ~ appliratioa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SHOE SOLE
Pearl I Ith

Tick-Talk

Bicentennial theme adopted
·for national essay contest

The Washington State American Revolution Bicentennial
Commission and the Historians'
Bicentennial Project ann.ounce
their first annual Bicentennial
I became exciting last week.
Essay Contest.
I hadn't realized how dull I was until last Saturday, when I was
Topics
killing time by watchi~g pro-wrestlinsr on T.V., and reading old
1. The contribution of George
.
.
issues of Playboy and the like.
Washington (or any other leadWhile Dutch Savage, with an eye bandage that would have
ing individual of the . revoluimmobilized Dumbo, was stomping his opponent through the canvas
tionary generation) to the Ameriamidst shouts of "Kill, Kill" in Latin from the audience, I realized .can Revolutio~.
_ _
how empty life really was.
~. 1'he most important chalFor example, I'd never been to an orgy on a yacht where everyone lenge facing the United States in
· drinks Sundowl\ers (tequila and cobra ven~m), and I've never been its third century.
sexually aroused by watching some chick getting sexually aroused
Rules
by the busdriver on a Greyhound.
1. The contest is open to all
As I ran out of Schlitz, I realized I'd never fantasized about being residents of Wa.s hington State
raped by the Dodge girl while dressed in a Green Bay Packers and to those attending academic
football uniform. Likewise, I've never been accosted by a little old institutions within the state at
lady with dugs that hang down to her navel.
the time of submission of entry.
I grew more desperate as I realized I not only didn't dress like the
2. Undergraduate contestants
guy in the "What kind of man reads Playboy?" ads, I didn't even look should submit their entries -in
like him. And writing a column for this paper is hardly good one of the following categories:
preparation 'for getting a letter published in the Penthouse Forum . .
F. Undergraduates (those at
I was thinking seriously about drowning myself in my fish tank, present enrolled in a college or
while beset with doubts as to whether anyone really hip would have university who have not yet
a fish tank. On TV, Savage was threading his opponent through received their bachelor's degree)
the eyelets ot the steel rmgposts; I was in dispair, until l saw the aa
G. Graduates (those at present
that changed my life.
enrolled in a college or university
In little black letters this hip, stud, college student confided to me who are working towards a
that the secret of his success was a certain cologne. "I hope they graduate degree)
don't stop making it," he confided to me, "because I would."
I had to hawk the antique gold pocketwatch that my grandather
sold to me on his deathbed to buy it, but the cologne was worth it. It
changed my life.
/
Late Sunday morning, after fighting my way out of a massive
orgy atop the Ellensburg watertower, I came home to find my wife
at the door, a nasty look in her eye, and my prized, super teflon
Applications are now being
coated samuri sword artfully concealed behind her back. Then the
wind changed and she caught a whiff of that cologne. "All is accepted from stud~nts interested in becoming Residence Hall
forgiven," she cried, and began licking my toes.
Later that evening, while four or five dogs sniffed around my Living Group Advisors beginankles, I dropped a package containing the cologne into the mailbox. ning Winter Quarter. The appli"It's a lot less exhausting to be dull," I thought, as I wrote a Hyannis cation forms may be obtained in
,the Counseling and Student
Port address on the box.
I'm about recovered from it all now, but I saw last night on the Development Center and must
news that it's a sure thing that Teddy Kennedy will be approved as be returned no later than 5 p.m.,
Nov. 15. Applicants should be
Vice-president. Honest Rocky, I had no idea.·sure that three letters of recommendation and transcripts of all
college coursework be sent to the
Counseling Center by the application deadline.
Persons interested in becoming LGA's must be of sophomore standing, be of good
academic standing, ~e c~rrying

h

Alan Tickner

H. Other Adults
3. Entries must be presented
in essay form, legibly written,
typed, double spaced.
4. All entries should fit within
the format of the standard eight
and one-half by 11 inch page.
5. They should be no longer
than 2,500 words,
6. They should include the
contestant's name and address
and identify the category in
which each essay is submitted.
7. Contestants may submit an
entry (but no more than one)
corresponding to each of the
_alternative topics for the contest.
Judging
Entries will be· judged on the
basis of originality of thought
coherence, style, relevance to th~
chosen topic, and overall excellence. Judges will be drawn from
a panel of professional historians,
·educators and concerned citizens
selected by the Heritage Committee of the Washington State
.
R
l .
B'
American
. C
. evo
. ution
Th . dicenten. .
ma1 omm1ss1on.
eir ec1s1on
will be final and all entries
of d the
become· ·the t· property
-'"""
Comm1ss1on,
o ue returne at

their discretion.
,
Prizes
A first prize of $100, a second
prize of $50 and a third prize of
$25 in each category. Certificates
. of participation and bronze Bicentennial medallions to the top
ten finalists in each category.
Winners in each category will
also be eligible for a grand prize
to be awarded at the conclusion
of the second Bicentennial Essay
Contest. Selected contestants
will be invited to submit their
essays for publication by the
Sate Bicentennial Commission or
in the Historians' Bicentennial
Newsletter..
.
..
Entnes
.
The fmal date for the subm1ssion of entries for ~he cont~st is
March 31, 1975. ~mners will .be
announc~d early m June. Entries
s~ould be. sent to:
B1centenmal Essay Contest
Washin~on ~tate Ai_nerican .
~evolution 81centenmal Comm1ss1on N th St d'
315 or
1um way
T
wA a 98403
a;~~afurther information see
Dr. L arry Lowth er, H'ist ory
Dept. Sh-Sm. 215-C.

LGA_iobs available

YARN BAR
"LESSONS"

Yarn and Stitchery kits
10% Student Discounts
on any purchase
925-9293

107 E. 4th

Art of J!wdry
3 09 N Pearl

El~

"ENGAGEMENT BEGINNINGS" "BEGINNINGS ARE
THE MOST DELICATE OF TlMES... SEPARATES
OVER AND UNDER INTO AN ENGAGEMENT
AND A WEDDING BAND.
DIAMONDS AND 14t( GOLD

no less than six and no more than
sixteen credit hours. They also
must have a demonstrated desire
to · be a helping person, be
committed to the philosophy of
responsible freedom and be
willing to participate in continuing in-service training experiences. Prospective LGA's must
not be scheduled to do student
teaching or field work during the
period for which they are seeking
employment.
LGA duties include (a) facilitating social, recreational and
educational programming in the
residence halls; (b) serving as
advisors to dorm governments;
(c) acting as referral agents for

students; (d) encouraging students to accept responsibility in
t heir living groups; and (e)
assisting students in their academic, persona!' and emotional
growth.
Remuneration for the job
consists of payment by the
College of room and board fees
during the time of employment.
Interested students are encouraged to talk with Terry Milne or
Dick Meier (Counseling Center)
about the positions.

Th~

us_ produced .815,200 tons of

cheese in -1969.

r

-,

THE COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN

by David Wasser

Are you tired of sitting in your dorm room with nothing to do?
Well, there are things going on all the time that will get you out of
your room, and out of Ellensburg.
The Trip and Tours section of SUB Recreation has provided off
campus recreational experiences since last year and is expanding its
service, according to Mike McLeod, Recreation Director.
A 15 passenger college van is used for most of the tours.
Occasionally, McLeod will arrange for a 40 passenger Greyhound
style bus to_ be used. The bus costs more than the van, and is
therefore used only for the big events.
·
1
In previous years the tours had been arranged by rec. students
under individual studies. Since this meant that a new person had to
be trained each quarter, McLeod has appointed a student to fill in
for the whole year. Debbie Newman will be in SUB 102 from 2 to 5
daily to handle details of the tours.
McLeod said that one tour they hope to set up in early winter
quarter is a trip to the state capitol in Olympia. Through the office of
President Brooks', McLeod is attempting to set up a session with
Governor Evans. Also being considered during the trip is a tour
through the Olympia Brewery. The trip is being set up with foreign,
out-of-state and political science students in mind.
Upcoming trips include; Nov. 7, the Totem-Tulsa pro hockey
match in Seattle, Nov. 8, Roller skating in Yakima, and the Helen
Reddy-concert in Seattle and on Nov. 17, a trip to the ocean for a
beach party and the Totem vs. Salt Lake hockey game. All of these
trips or tours leave from the Hertz parking lot in back of the SUB.
More information may be found in each week's Crier in the Central
Recreation column by McLeod.
. Those wishing more information or to sign up for a trip are urged
to drop by SUB 102 between 2 and 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
1

cont. from pg. 15

Ruling Final:
Suicide

J.S.F.

N.S.A. Qualifying
The Joint Student Fees ComThe 1974 Qualification Test for · mittee ~as two student opening.:;.
careers with the National Secur- This committee initiates and
ity Agency will be given Novem- coordinates the various budg-Pt
her 23, 1974. Deadline for preparations for the institution
registration is November lb. and proposes budget change~ for
Bulletin and registration forms the year. If interested, con~aet
may be obtained from the Career John Atwell in the ASC offi,.,._
Planning and Placement . Office,
Peace Corps
105 Barge Hall.
Peace Corps and VISTA recruiters will be on campus
c.s.o.
The Christian Science Organi- Tuesday through Friday (Nov.
zation meets each Tuesday from 12-15) of next week. The recruit5:45 to 6:45 P.M. in SUB 206. ers will be in the SUB from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Anyone is welcome.

The October 2 death of Vicki
Faye Schneider, on The Evergreen State College campus, has
been ruled a suicide. Schneider's
body was discovered by students
at 2:00 a.m., at the foot of a
college dormitory. She had a
knife blade in her abdomen, and
the handle of the knife was
several feet from her body.
According to Wendy Kramer,
·a reporter for Evergreen's Cooper Point Journal, the Freshman
from San Antonio, Texas had
been in a state of depression for
nearly a year.
"She'd been seeing a doctor in
Texas about her- depression,"
Kramer said. She also mentioned
that writings in her journal had
been depressive and suicidal.
"Her roommates said that at
about ten that night she was
red-eyed and had appeared to
have been crying," the reporter
said.
At an inquest, friends of the
girl described her as being lonely
and unhappy.
"I'm- convinced it' was a suicide," Kramer said.
The inquest ruled that Schnei- ·
der had stabbed herself with a
kitchen knife, and then jumped
out of the building. No one saw
the girl fall.
The incident at Evergreen
occurred the same evening that a
Central co-ed was accosted at
knife-point in her dorm room.
Police doubted any connections
existed between the two incidents, due to the time element
involved.

Concert off
Last Monday, possible performers for the concert being
planned for later this year by the
Entertainment Committee of the
ASC were discussed. The group
finally chosen must draw a good
crowd to alleviate financial woes.
The committee spent the hour
discussing name groups and
individual performers that might
create interest among students
at Central.
·

;, , Ellensburg
Floral Shop
Make home

Downtown,
across from
the Village

Your dad's
check bounced.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company , Olympia. Washington ·oLr~
All Olympia empties are recyclable

Sell

SERVICE REXALL DRUG
Lip Potion
Roll-on Kissing Gloss

It!

So sexy Ws almost sinful
$2.50 ea.

Electra-Curl
Hair Curlers
Set your hair in minutes
3 different size rollers
$5.47

Crier
Classified Advertising works
15 cents a line

Non.Profit ads free

Contact Gier

Rexall Key Wind 40 Hour
Alarm Clocks, plain d_ial
guaranteed full year
ivory, sahdlewood, gold
$3 .98

Bae~_ Of) ta.£?. of whackY E~C?
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Timber! Wildcats fall 21-ZIP

FOREIGN CAR
REPA·IRS AND PARTS

The Central football Wildcats
lost their second home game last
weekend, in a 21-0 non-league
·shutout at the hands of the
University of Puget Sound Loggers, but managed to climb back
to the top of the Evergreen
Conference race anyway.
While Central stood on the
league sidelines · and watched,
Eastern Oregon College dropped
a squeaker to rapidly-improving
Eastern Washington, while Oregon College of Education ab- ·
sorbed a 36-29 loss at the hands
of the Southern Oregon College
Red Raiders.
The shutout by the Loggers
was Central's first at home since
the 1965 season and dropped the
Wildcat season ledger to 3-3-1.
The Loggers and 'Cats dueled
between the 30-yard lines in the
first quarter, with neither team
able to generate a real threat.
The second quarter was different as two Wildcat fumbles gave
the Loggers all the opportunities
they needed to mount a 14-0 lead
at the half. A fumbled center
exchanged between Bill Anderson and quarterback Terry Wick
was recovered by the Loggers
Bill Linnenkohl giving UPS the ·
ball on the Wildcat 19. Logger
halfback Don Rinta carried the
ball for two setting up Doug
Holderman's 17 yard scoring
strike to their big tight end, Rich
Arena. Mike Conrad kicked the
extra point bringing the score to
TREMPER TROMPS; Sophomore halfback Jim Tremper takes a
7-0.
handoff from Terry Wick and rambles for four yards against the
Wick began moving the 'Cats
University of Puget Sound defense last Saturday. Tremper didn't
on the -following series hitting .
gain enough unfortunately, as he and his Wildcats were shutout 21-0
John Davis for 26 yards, Pat
by the visiting Loggers. The game was Central's final home
Fitterer for three and running
appearance. Saturday they will be in Cheney to take on the Eagles
for 11 himseH down to the
from Eastern in a key Eve~green Conference battle.
Logger 41. After an imoomplete
pass to Engdahl, Wick went deep
----:::::~======~;=~;:=::~;:---1 ·and Scott Sander was waiting to
pick it off giving UPS the ball
back on their own 27. The
Central defense stopped the
Loggers cold, forcing a Conrad
punt.
James Tremper fumbled the
ball on the Central 18, handing
the Loggers another golden
opportunity. UPS took full advantage, pushing the ball down
to the five with Rinta scoring
from there. Conrad kicked his
second of three extra points
natural foods, plants &
putting the 'Cats down 14-0 at
hangers, pipes, pottery, etc.
halftime.
_ ..
in the third quarter, but the first
time the Loggers got the· ball in
the fourth quarter they took just
eight plays to mo,ve 65 yards and
a touchdown. Reserve quarterback Clay
capped
the
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.,. drive
with Angle
a 12 yard
scoring

r

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

_TACO TIME
.-

Ellensburg's only
ice cream parlor

in the Plaza
More than

what
it appears

sprint. Conrad's kick made it
21-0.
. Central made one more effort ·
to avoid an · embarrassing shutout driving down to the Logger's
26. But the elusive ball found it's
way into the Logger's grips once
again when quarterback Jeff
Smith was hit by UPS guard Dan
Kinkela, forcing fumble. The rest
of .the game was statistics and·
the shutout was complete.
In absorbing the defeat, Central picked up 17 first downs to
the Loggers 14, but three key
fumbles and an interception told
the story.
Offensively the 'Cats were led
by Wick who picked up 151 yards
in the air and 25 on foot. Wick
connected on 11 of 24 pass
attempts. The Loggers arsenal
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington ·oLY"ij'.
was headed by Holderman pickAll Olympia empties are recyclable
ing up 88 yards through the air
and Rinta who rushed for 84
yards on 11 carries. Overall UPS
outgained
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ __. to 286. the Wildcats 324 yards

You failed your
pass-fail class.
You owe yourself an Oly.

1

LOOKING FOR . A CHAMPIONSHIP; Central's Head Football
Mentor Tom Parry will be looking for his second straight Evergreen
Conference title and fifth in seven years when · he pits his team
againet Eastern Washington's Screaming Eagles Saturday. Central
is 3-1-1 in EvCo play while Eastern is in a three way tie for second at
3-2.

Harriers fourth in EvCO;
District race Saturday
byJim Christenson
Eastern Washington State College retained its Evergreen
Conference cross country crown
last Saturday in La Grande,
Oregon with a narrow 38 to 46
points difference over Western
Washington State College.
Eastern, led by conference
champion, Rick Hebren, placed
ithree runners in the top five
positions to seal the first place
trophy. Foll9wing Eastern and
Western were Oregon College of
Education 67, Central 69, Southern -Oregon College 149, Oregon
Institute of Technology 172 and
Eastern Oregon College 195.
Hebron, repeating as the EVCO champion, broke away from a
closely glued field of runners
half-way into the five mile course
then coasted across in a winning
time of 25.44.
The 'Cats, hoping to improve
upon last year's third place
showing, fell short in its conquest
but not its effort. Team captain,
Bob Johnson, put together his
best effort of the season, placing

Central to defend Women
title against Eagles shutout
by Clint Anderson
Saturday, Tom Parry and his
league leading Wildcats will take
the field in Cheney to face
Eastern's Screamin' Eagles in
what Parry sees as "probably the
"lost important game in the
vonference".
Central, sporting.a 3-1-1 league
rect'rd, holds a half game lead
over Eastern~ , Southern Oregon
and Eastern Oregon, who are all
at 3-2. The Eagles, the fastest
improving team in the seven
team Evergreen Conference, are
coming off a 15-13 upset win over
Eastern Oregon. Eastern earlier
dumped Southern Oregon 10-9
and Western 64-0. H you re-

Kitten JVs
thirteenth
Central's women's J.V. volleyball team finished 13th at Gonzaga University in the Eastern
Area Tournament, Nov. 1 and 2.
Central rallied with northwestern schools including: Washington State University, Spokane Falls Community College,
Walla Walla Community College,
and Northwest Nazarene College.
J.V. Coach,- Colleen Walley
contributed Central' s 2-8 record
to lack of actual game experience. The J. V. had completed in
only four ·games prior to the
Eastern Area Tournament. "We
lacked confidence in ourselves
and teammates, and that just
killed us," stated Miss Walley.
But the tournament was viewed
·as a "tremendous learn1rig experience" for both the team and
the coach.
Central's most competitive
game was their final game
against WSU Saturday afternoon. WSU narrowly edged Central, defeating them 17-15, finishing just ahead of Central in the
team standings.
The J.V. is traveling to Wenatchee Community College on Nov.
18th. They are also planning to
attend another tournament with
the Varsity at Washington State
University Dec. 5-6;

member, that is the same Western team Central squeaked by
13-9. Coach Parry is justifiably
·concerned over his team's chances of defending their Evergreen
Conference title.
Eastern coach Tom Massengale should be putting a better
team on the field than the one
which defeated Eastern Oregon a
week ago. Out with injuries last
~eek was the Eagles leading
ground gainer, Jim Fisk, and The
EvCo's leading punter, Barry
Sartz. Fisk was on the sidelines
with a bruised back last week
after picking up 102 yards
against Southern Oregon the
outing before. Sartz snapped a
quadricep ~uscle in last we~!ts
warm-up exercises, but may be
back to test the leg against the
Wildcats.
Barring
miscues,
Central
should show Eastern a highly
potent offensive game with a
consistently strong defense.
On defense, the Eagles will be
well aware of the passing exper·
tise of Central's junior quarterback, Terry Wick. On the year
Wick has completed 56 of 108
ariels for 707 yards and eight
touchdowns. Wick also has to be
respected for his runnhig game,
averaging 30 yards a game.
Randy Ammerman will pose
Central's main running threat
averaging 4.3 yards a carry while
pilin.1t up 373 yards.

Hanna voted
top 'Cat
Head Football Coach Tom
Parry announced the selection of
Don Hanna as the "Wildcat-0f-the
Week" for his performance in the
10-6 loss to Eastern Oregon
October 26.
The selection was made by a
vote by the team following a
review of the game films. The 6'
2" junior guard from Marysville
accepted an inscribed plaque
from College Master along with a
pizza from the Mia and a fyee
steak dinner at Goofy's, compliments of College Master.

four times

Central's women's field hockey
team brought their season record
to 2-5-2, after losing to Pacific
Luthern University, 2-0, Washington State University, 2-0, and
Western Washington State College, 4-0 and tying University of
Washington, 0-0, last weekend.
"We tended to dominate the
play in the midfield in our game
against Pacific Luthern," said
Dr. Betty Putnam. "Our big
difficulty was in scoring goals."
Against the University of .
Washington, Central had the
people, but not the breaks.
"We had the ball 75 percent of
the time in scoring position," said
Putnam.
"Playing against WSU, we
played our best game," remarked
Putnam. "It was an open game.
We had good team work and
several good opportunities to
score, but it would not go into the
goal cage."
The team made several
changes in the lineup to try and
find the effective scoring group.
"There was poor passing and
the marking was too loose
against Western Washington,"
.said Putnam. "Western played
'an outstanding game and was
much improved from the last
time we played them."
The junior varsity also played
games last weekend, defeating
the University of Puget Sound,
2-0 and Centralia, 3-0, while
losing to Western Washington,
5-0.
Linda Ricker, who plays left
wing, scored Central's goal in the
game against UPS.
, In the game against Centralia
CC, Laurel Brown, who plays left
wing, Sue Mason, right inner,
and Becky Turner, left inner,
each scored goals for Central.
"They pulled together as a
team," said Putnam. "They looked like a team and had much
improvement on the stick work
as well as good control."
The team will be playing at
home, against Washington, State
University at 9:30 a.m. and
.University of Washington at 2:30
p.m. on Saturday.

ninth in a field of 49 runners with
a time of 26:45.
Johnson, voted 'Cat-of-the
week, moved up from the number six man position he held a
week ago over the same La
Grande course to pace the
Central scoring.
·
Following Johnson were Clayton Belmont in 10th place with an
'identical 26:45 clocking, Mike
Weld-13, 26:49, Bruce Manclark17,27:03, and Bill Arissono-20,
27:07. Rounding out the Central
scoring were Ken Turner-22,
27:22 and Jim Christenson-25,
27:31.
According to coach Steve
Gough and his squad, the lack of

consistency has been the trouble
spot. Central will attempt to
improve upon its consistency thifi
Saturday in Spokane as the 'CW
will be hard hitting in their bTa
for a district title.
Whitworth College is hosting
the Northwest Distrist meet
which will match the three Washington EVCO schools against the
top teams in Northwest Conference and Simon Fraser.

r

BUCKBOARD TAVERN
Sandwiches, pizza, pool, and

South Ruby at Canyon Road

Your art history
textbook costs
$53.50. Used.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

BE1TER IAIFE
NATURAL FOODS
!4. pound of Fresh

Ground Peanut Butter ·
with this Coupon
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